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Appendix I contains the public sign in register and a time log of Council proceedings, including those
providing reports and public comment during the meeting.
Mr. Hull moved, which was seconded, to approve the minutes of the previous meeting from
February 2011. Motion passed unanimously.
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A. CALL TO ORDER
Chairman Eric Olson called the meeting to order at approximately 8:04 am on Wednesday, March 30,
2011.
Mr. Bill Tweit participated in the entire meeting in place of Phil Anderson, WDF Director.
AGENDA: The agenda was approved as published.

B. REPORTS
The Council received the following reports: Executive Director’s Report (B-1); NMFS Management
Report (B-2); ADF&G Report (B-3); USCG Report (B-4); USF&W Report (B-5); and Protected Species
Report (B-6).
Executive Director’s Report:
Chris Oliver reviewed his written report, and he brought up staff discussions and agency letters on the
IPHC’s maximum size limit of 37 inches. It was generally agreed if further discussion is warranted, the
issue would be addressed during Staff Tasking. Mr. Oliver continued review of his written report, and
commented that all the Councils have drafted a letter to the National Ocean’s Council requesting
involvement in any regional spatial planning activities through direct participation on the Council. He
briefly discussed the May 2011 Council Coordination Committee meeting in South Carolina, and
discussions from those meetings; specifically Executive Order 13563, “Improving Regulation and
Regulatory Review,” which will require a review of catch share and allocation programs.
NMFS Management Report
Galen Tromble gave the NMFS management report, and reviewed the status of FMP and regulatory
amendments to date. Additionally, he reviewed the interpretative rule for the halibut charter trip
definition. There was lengthy discussion and clarifications of this issue, and it was noted that NMFS is
working on guidance that narrows the scope of activity considered to be a charter halibut trip.
He also discussed the 3 mile boundary, and the issues that arose when the US Baseline Committee revised
the baseline used to determine the EEZ. While the change and its impacts are being reviewed, fisheries
will continue as if there were not change. Mr. Tromble also addressed the AFA vessel replacement issue,
reporting that NMFS may seek Council direction when addressing timing, staffing for regulations, and
how the new vessels will interact with GOA sideboards, etc.
Finally Mr. Tromble noted that there is a National Appeals process being developed, and that the Council
may choose to make comment on the process as it is developed.
ADF&G Report
Karla Bush (ADF&G) provided the Council with a review of the State fisheries of interest to the Council
and answered general questions from Council Members.
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USCG Report
Lt. Tony Keene of the USCG provided the Coast Guard Enforcement Report and answered questions
from the Council.
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Report
Denny Lassuy of USF&W provided an update and noted that the short-tailed albatrosses seem to have
imprinted on an experimental colony, and are expected to return as adults. He also noted Pacific walrus
have been added to the agency’s list of candidates for ESA protection. Mr. Lassuy briefly noted that
various members from the Subsistence Regional Advisory Councils (RAC) will be in attendance at the
Council’s Nome meeting to testify on Chinook bycatch. He thanked the Council for its outreach efforts at
those RAC meetings.
Protected Species Report
Jeannie Heltzel gave the protected resources report, and briefly outlined current Steller Sea Lion actions.
Melanie Brown detailed the goals and expectations of the NMFS and the current RPA, and answered
questions from the Council.
Public comment was taken on all B agenda items.

C-1 Cooperative Reports
BACKGROUND
Three cooperative programs subject to Council management require that cooperatives submit an annual
year-end cooperative report summarizing their fishing activities from the preceding year to the Council.
Due to the volume of these materials, a few copies of the complete reports from the various cooperatives
will be made available at the meeting, and full copies are available from our offices.
a) Amendment 80 Co-op reports.
Implemented in 2008, the Amendment 80 program is a limited access privilege program (LAPP) that
allocates a portion of total allowance catches (TACs) for Atka mackerel, Pacific ocean perch, and 3
flatfish species (yellowfin sole, rock sole, and flathead sole), along with an allocation of prohibited
species catch (PSC) quota for halibut and crab, in the Bering Sea/Aleutian Islands, to the Amendment 80
sector. A single cooperative formed in 2010. A report from that cooperative will be provided at the
meeting.
Jason Anderson of the Alaska Seafood Cooperative gave the report on this issue.
b) AFA Co-op reports.
Each year the AFA Bering Sea pollock fishery cooperatives submit year-end reports summarizing their
fishing activities from the preceding year and cooperative agreements for the upcoming fishing year. This
requirement is interpreted such that the cooperatives submit information only if and to what degree such
agreements have been modified from existing agreements. Co-op representatives will provide a joint,
summary report to the Council at this meeting. Written copies of these reports are not due until April 1.
John Gruver of UCB, Ed Richardson of PCC, and Karl Haflinger of Sea State gave their reports on this
issue.
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c) CGOA Rockfish Coop reports.
Cooperatives participating in the Central Gulf of Alaska rockfish pilot program also provide annual
reports of their fishing activity in that program. Three cooperatives formed in the offshore sector and
inshore sector. The GGOA and FCA co-op were mailed on March 4. The GOA Rockfish Best Use
Cooperative will be handed out as a supplemental item. Cooperatives will provide a summary report to
the Council at this meeting.
Julie Bonney gave the coop report for the GOA Rockfish coops. She answered questions from the
Council. Jason Anderson read bullet points for Susan Robinson of Fisherman’s Finest, who was unable
to be at the meeting.
No public comment was taken, and there was no action taken by the Council.

C-2 Hired Skipper Prohibition
BACKGROUND
In February 2010, the Council approved a problem statement and alternatives for analysis of a
stakeholder proposal submitted to the Council during its 2009 call for IFQ proposals. The Council
expressed its concern about apparent consolidation and reduced opportunities for new entrants/second
generation fishermen to enter the halibut and sablefish IFQ fisheries. This action would promote an
owner/operator catcher vessel fleet in the halibut and sablefish fixed gear fisheries by capping the
amount of QS that can be used by hired skippers.
This analysis considers two alternatives. Alternative 1 is the No Action Alternative. Alternative 2 would
prohibit the use by a hired skipper for QS transferred after February 12, 2010. Alternative 2 would apply
to all (individual and non-individual) initial recipients. For non-individual (corporate) QS holders (who
must hire a skipper), the effect of the proposed action would be a prohibition on transfers of additional
QS, as NMFS would not process transfers that would be prohibited for use, except by operation of law.
No change would occur for QS held before the control date. For individual initial recipients (who may
hire a skipper), the effect of the proposed action would be a requirement that the QS holder fish the IFQs
themselves or transfer them to another QS holder (who also would be required to fish them). For
crew/second generation QS holders, the effect may be increased opportunities to transfer (purchase) QS,
possibly at lower prices. Hired skippers would have less IFQ to lease from QS holders, but may have the
opportunity to purchase more QS at lower prices.
During initial review of the analysis in February 2011 the Council added two complementary options to
address disposition of QS transfers after the control date and requested additional information. The
alternatives are listed below.
Alternative 1. No action
Alternative 2. Prohibit use of hired skippers of halibut and sablefish B, C, and D class QS transferred
after February 12, 2010.
Option 1. Allow the hired skipper provision to be retained for those QS swept up into blocks after the
February 12, 2010 control date and before the effective date of the amendment.
Option 2. Allow initial QS holders after the effective date to sweep up additional QS units to the
amounts they own, with the provision that the new swept up blocks would not retain the hired skipper
privilege.
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Jane DiCosimo and Jesse Gharret gave the staff report on this issue. The AP gave its report, public
comment was taken, and the SSC did not address this issue.
COUNCIL DISCUSSION/ACTION
Mr. Hull moved, which was seconded by Mr. Fields, to adopt the problem statement and
Alternative 2 with Options 1 and 2 as follows.
Problem Statement:
A key element of the IFQ program is the requirement for catcher vessel QS holders to be on board
the vessel during harvest and offloading of IFQ halibut and sablefish. The Council did not wish to
constrain existing small business practices and therefore created an exception for initial recipients
of catcher vessel QS. The Council is concerned about the apparent consolidation and reduced
opportunities for new entrants/second generation fishermen to enter the fishery. This reduced
opportunity may be attributable to provisions that allow initial recipients to harvest not only their
initially issued quota, but also new quota acquisitions without having to be onboard the vessel.
Amending the hired skipper privileges for catcher vessel quota in the halibut/sablefish IFQ
program to extend these privileges only to current QS holdings is not expected to be disruptive to
existing hired skipper arrangements, but would prevent further consolidation of QS to initial
recipients using hired skippers and the associated extraction of rents from the fishery.
Alternative 2. Prohibit the use of hired skippers of halibut and sablefish B, C, and D class QS
transferred after February 12, 2010.
Option 1. Allow the hired skipper provision to be retained for those QS swept up into
blocks after the February 12, 2010 control date and before the effective date of the amendment.
Option 2. Allow initial recipients of QS to sweep up additional QS units to the amounts
they hold after the effective date, but these sweep up blocks would not retain the hired skipper
privilege (i.e., the QS holder must be on board when the IFQs are harvested.)
Mr. Hull spoke to his motion, noting in the analysis, the IFQ program was developed with a number of
provisions such as the block program, vessel categories and use caps, with the specific intent to “maintain
a diverse, owner-operated fleet and prevent a ‘corporate’ or absentee ownership of the fisheries”, and
continued, stating that the main feature of the program was to ensure that IFQ was to be held by active
fishermen. He also pointed out that an exception was made to allow initial recipients of IFQ to continue
to use hired skippers, but considers this a barrier to the original goal of the program, which was an “owner
on board” fishery, and in fact, has done the opposite – increased the number of initial issuants who hire
skippers.
Mr. Hull noted his motion recognizes existing practices, balances interests of initial recipients of halibut
and sablefish QS with the interest of 2nd generation IFQ holders and new entrants, and is consistent with
the National Standards.
There was brief discussion regarding whether effective date or implementation date of the final rule
would be when hired skippers would no longer be allowed to be used on newly transferred QS. It was
generally agreed it would be the effective date of the final rule.
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There were questions and clarifications regarding IRS forms and implications of an exemption to a
limitation on hired skippers. Ms. Gharrett discussed the administrative side of an exemption.
Mr. Henderschedt moved to amend by adding an option that would exempt owners of vessels using
hired skippers from the limitations resulting from alternative 2 if the applicants provided
documentation that the ownership percentage claimed on their form is accurately reflected on the
corporation’s most recently filed IRS K1 form. The amendment was seconded by Mr. Benson.
Mr. Henderschedt noted that vessel owners already provided an affidavit of vessel ownership. The
motion would just add a checkbox to verify that the ownership is the same as what they report to the IRS.
He stated the level of liability – the K1 form, the income derived from corporation - and how profits are
shared among various owners, is reflective of true ownership of the corporation. Those that are clearly
operating as those corporations that have received QS allocations at initial issuance would be eligible to
receive an exemption. There is little change in applying for the permit, and NMFS would be able to
review existing relationships between owners and skippers.
There was brief discussion regarding vessel ownership and equity under the proposed action, and the
amendment failed 7/3 with Henderschedt, Tweit, and Benson voting in favor.
Mr. Tweit noted that he can not support the main motion and that it will have negative impacts on some
businesses, and that it may not address absentee ownership as intended. Mr. Cotten noted that markets
will change, and second generation buyers will have more availability. Mr. Hyder noted that the Council
is making a policy choice, and that it will be disruptive to folks who have learned to work within the
system. Mr. Henderschedt thanked all the stakeholders who testified, and noted the Council must look at
tangible costs; not only to owners, but to hired skippers themselves. Mr. Fields stated that he will be
supporting the motion, and noted that the motion is clearly in line with the National Standards, especially
National Standard 8.
Mr. Hull believes there is a connection with this action and NS8, as it will allow active fishermen to
remain in the fishery, and increase fishing opportunities. Mr. Benson noted that it is difficult to determine
through the analysis if an increase in hired skippers is a bad thing, and that the landscape of the fishery
has changed since the program was first passed.
Mr. Tweit moved to amend that the Council deems proposed regulations that clearly and directly
flow from the provisions of this motion to be necessary and appropriate in accordance with section
303(c), and therefore the Council authorizes the Executive Director and the Chairman to review
the draft proposed regulations when provided by NMFS to ensure that the proposed regulations to
be submitted to the Secretary under section 303(c) are consistent with these instructions. Mr. Tweit
spoke to his motion, noting that he is fully confident the Chairman and the ED can review the
regulations. Amendment passed without objection.
The main motion passed 7/4, with Henderschedt, Benson, Hyder and Tweit voting against.
Mr. Fields commented on the analysis. He noted that on page 30, there is a table that is labeled “winners
and losers” and that the title should be changed. It was noted it would be discussed under staff tasking.
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C-3 (a) Salmon FMP Changes
BACKGROUND
This preliminary review of the Salmon FMP is intended to provide information on possible revisions and
updates to the FMP. In December 2010, staff presented a discussion paper on options for updating the
FMP to comply with the Magnuson-Stevens Act (MSA) and the requirements of the National Standard 1
(NS1) Guidelines for annual catch limits (ACL) and accountability measures (AM). The Council directed
staff to initiate an analysis based on the Council’s draft problem statement, alternatives, and options.
This document, along with the “clunker FMP” combining the 1990 FMP with all subsequent
amendments, provides a review of the FMP and a discussion of how and to what degree federal
requirements are addressed within the FMP. Also provided are preliminary options for modifying FMP
provisions and areas where the Council may want to recommend changes to the FMP’s management
measures. This preliminary review discussion paper was sent out in a Council mailing on March 21,
2011; the “clunker FMP” was sent out on March 11, 2011.
Under the flexibility provision of the NS1 Guidelines for Pacific Salmon (50 C.F.R. 600.310(h)(3)), the
Council may propose an “alternative approach” for the specification of reference points and
management measures to satisfy NS1 requirements, so long as the approach is consistent with the MSA
and the Council documents its rationale. In January 2011, the Council sent NMFS a letter requesting
clarifying rulemaking to effectively remove the ACL requirement from the Council process relative to its
salmon fisheries. In the alternative, it also requested clear direction on the applicability of an alternative
approach for satisfying the ACL and NS1 requirements. NMFS replied that: (a) Alaska salmon fisheries
cannot be exempted; (b) the Salmon FMP must comply with MSA and NS1 requirements; (c) State salmon
escapement goal management appears to be consistent with the MSA and NS1 requirements; and (d) an
alternative approach to satisfy those requirements may be appropriate because of salmon life history
characteristics. In its letter, NMFS confirms that the State’s August 31, 2010 letter to the Council on its
escapement goal management appears to provide the needed rationale. The March 15, 2011 letter from
NMFS, the January 28, 2011 letter from the Council, and the August 31, 2010 letter from the State are
available as appendices to the preliminary review document (Section 7).
Gretchen Harrington gave the staff report on this agenda item. The AP gave their report and the SSC did
not address this issue. Public comment was heard.
COUNCIL DISCUSSION/ACTION
Ms. Campbell moved the following:
Develop Alternative 3 as the preliminary preferred alternative for an initial review draft FMP and
continue to expand discussion of FMP provisions the Council could consider changing or adding, as
directed below:
Preliminary Preferred Alternative
Alternative 3: Modify the FMP to exclude the three historical fishing areas in the West Area.
In areas where the Salmon FMP applies, management would be deferred to the State of Alaska.
Direction for Salmon FMP Additions
Fishery Impact Statement: Use existing documents to the extent possible to describe the fisheries
occurring under the FMP.
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Bycatch Management: Include a management objective to minimize bycatch and minimize
mortality of unavoidable bycatch in the directed salmon fisheries, but defer bycatch management in
the directed salmon fisheries to the State of Alaska. Document existing monitoring and
management measures for initial review analysis.
Annual Catch Limits and Accountability Measures:
 Use the NS1 Guidelines exception for stocks managed under an international fishery
agreement with regard to ACL/AM requirements for Chinook salmon harvests under the
Pacific Salmon Treaty (labeled Option 1 in analysis).
 Use the state’s salmon management program as an alternative approach to satisfy MSA
requirements (labeled Option 2 in analysis).
Direction for Amending Existing Salmon FMP Provisions
Sport Fishery: Remove the sport fishery in the West Area from the FMP.
Management objectives:
 Prevent commercial directed fishing of salmon in the EEZ outside of the historical fishing
areas.
 Manage stocks harvested in directed fisheries as a unit throughout their range; manage
interrelated stocks as a unit or in close coordination.
 Retain management objectives for the directed commercial fisheries under the FMP in the
East Area for future discussion (evaluate them against current state management objectives
and the Pacific Salmon Treaty).
Salmon Plan Team: For fisheries remaining under the FMP, explore review provided under the
State of Alaska salmon management program and Pacific Salmon Treaty processes as alternative
peer review processes for status of the stocks and fishery information.
Federal Salmon Limited Entry Permits: Remove federal permitting provision.
Process for Review and Appeal: More fully describe the process for the public to appeal and
request Secretarial review of state regulations and inseason actions.
Ms. Campbell spoke to her motion, addressing comments from public testimony. She noted that there is a
desire from the public to create a secondary forum to address allocative issues taken by the Alaska Board
of Fisheries. She noted that selecting Alternative 2 would not produce that outcome. The Federal
outcome is limited to the EEZ, and not the outcome the stakeholders are asking for. Ms. Campbell noted
that the desire of the State of Alaska is to maintain the current management structure to the extent
possible. Of the alternatives available, Alternative 3 is the closest to the management structure now.
Mr. Tweit spoke to the management between the State of Washington and the Pacific Council, and noted
that similar questions and difficulties are being faced by their area. He remarked that the management of
the resources between the States of Washington and Oregon and the tribes, and the Pacific Council are
quite similar to the management between the State of Alaska and the North Pacific Council, and that the
States are primary managers and make allocative decisions.
Mr. Hull remarked that the Council should schedule a workshop to help inform stakeholders before initial
review. It was generally agreed that it would be discussed under Staff Tasking.
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Mr. Henderschedt noted his appreciation of the cooperative nature of the State of Alaska and the federal
managers. He noted that a preliminary preferred alternative should serve to highlight what direction the
Council may be take, and allows the public time to form their comments.
Mr. Fields is concerned about federal oversight of state management. Mr. Dersham supports the motion,
but remains concerned about BOF comments.
Motion passed without objection.

C-3 (b) Chinook Salmon Bycatch
BACKGROUND
In December 2010, the Council initiated two amendments to address GOA Chinook salmon bycatch. The
first amendment package addresses Chinook salmon bycatch in the GOA pollock fisheries through a hard
cap or a mandatory cooperative requirement. The Council requested that this action be completed on an
expedited timeframe, and indicated that this action was an extremely high priority. A longer-term
amendment package will address comprehensive salmon bycatch management in all the GOA trawl
fisheries, and will evaluate a broader suite of management measures to reduce bycatch.
The analysis evaluates amending the GOA Groundfish FMP either to create a PSC limit for western and
central GOA pollock fisheries that would close the fishery once reached (Alternative 2), and/or require
all vessels participating in the western/central GOA pollock fisheries to be a member of a salmon bycatch
conservation cooperative (Alternative 3). The cooperative would include contractual requirements to
retain all salmon until counted by an observer, and other salmon bycatch reduction measures.
NMFS has raised concerns with the administration of the mandatory cooperative alternative. Specifically,
the administration of cooperatives (including approval of annual cooperative contracts and any penalties
for violation of the cooperative agreement) must be implemented in a manner that maintains NMFS’
management authority over the fishery. Whether cooperatives would be able to serve their intended
purpose, while maintaining a level of oversight that maintains that authority, is uncertain.1 An additional
concern arises from a mandatory reporting of catch data within cooperatives. Any such reporting
requirement would need to comport with data confidentiality constraints.
As of March 19, 2011, the estimate of Chinook salmon prohibited species catch in the GOA pollock
fisheries is 1,641 in the Central GOA and 360 in the Western GOA. These numbers are still fluctuating,
however, as more observer information is entered into the system. In previous years (2003-2010),
approximate catch levels at this time of year in the Central GOA pollock fishery varied between 800 and
26,000 fish, and in the western GOA between 217 and 2,100 fish (although in some years, the numbers
cannot be reported because of confidentiality). The total Chinook salmon prohibited species catch in the
GOA for all target fisheries is estimated at 2,439 fish through March 19.
At the February meeting, the Council asked that, to the extent possible, staff conduct outreach meetings in
communities potentially affected by the proposed action between the March/April and June meetings. The
Outreach Committee will provide further direction on this effort when they next meet. In the meantime,

1 In a voluntary cooperative structure (where a vessel has a reasonable fishing opportunity outside of a cooperative)
management authority would be maintained, as membership is not a prerequisite to participating in the fishery.
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however, two of the Subsistence Regional Advisory Councils (for Southcentral and Southeast) requested
staff to provide a brief presentation on the Council’s proposed action during their spring meetings.
Diana Evans, Mark Fina, and Darrell Brannan gave the staff report on this issue. They reviewed the
analysis and briefly reported on outreach efforts.
COUNCIL DISCUSSION/ACTION
Ms. Campbell moved the following, which was seconded:
The Council adopts the preliminary preferred alternative (PPA) and changes to alternatives and options
described below. The Council requests staff revise the analysis and address SSC minutes, as practicable,
and release the document for public review and final action in June. Additions to the February 2010
Council motion are shown underlined and deletions are shown in strikethrough. Options that comprise
the PPA are in bold.
Problem statement:
Magnuson-Stevens Act National Standards require balancing optimum yield with minimizing bycatch and
minimizing adverse impacts to fishery dependent communities. Chinook salmon bycatch taken incidentally
in GOA pollock fisheries is a concern, historically accounting for the greatest proportion of Chinook
salmon taken in GOA groundfish fisheries. Salmon bycatch control measures have not yet been
implemented in the GOA, and 2010 Chinook salmon bycatch levels in the area were unacceptably high.
Limited information on the origin of Chinook salmon in the GOA indicates that stocks of Asian, Alaska,
British Columbia, and lower-48 origin are present, including ESA-listed stocks.
The Council is considering several management tools for the GOA pollock fishery, including a hard cap
and cooperative approaches with improved monitoring and sampling opportunities to achieve Chinook
salmon prohibited species catch (PSC) reductions. Management measures are necessary to provide
immediate incentive for the GOA pollock fleet to be responsive to the Council’s objective to reduce
Chinook salmon PSC.
Alternatives:
Alternative 1: Status quo.
Alternative 2: Chinook salmon PSC limit and increased monitoring.
Component 1: PSC limit: 15,000, 22,500, or 30,000 Chinook salmon PSC limit.
Option: The PSC limit may be exceeded by up to 25 percent one out of three consecutive years. If
the PSC limit is exceeded in one year, it may not be exceeded for the next two consecutive years.
Apportion limit between Central and Western GOA
a)
proportional to the historical pollock TAC (2006-2010 or 2001-2010 average).
b)
proportional to historical average bycatch number of Chinook salmon (2006-2010 or
2001-2010 average).
Option: drop 2007 and 2010 from both regulatory time series.
c)
as a combination of options (a) and (b) at a ratio of a:b equal to
Suboption i:
25:75
Suboption ii:
50:50
Suboption iii:
75:25
Central and Western GOA PSC limits and the 25 percent buffer would be managed by area
(measures to prevent or respond to an overage would be applied at the area level, not Gulfwide). A
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25 percent buffer would not apply in the first year of the program if a PSC limit is implemented
midyear.
Chinook salmon PSC limits shall be managed by NMFS in-season similar to halibut PSC limits.
If a Chinook salmon PSC limit is implemented midyear in the year of implementation, an amount
should be deducted from the annual PSC limit in that year. The deduction should be equal to the
contribution that would have been made based on historical averages (selected above) in the
seasons preceding implementation.
If it is not possible to implement a Chinook salmon PSC limit in the first year for the full
calendar year, it shall be implemented midyear for C and D seasons. The PSC limits under
this scenario for C and D seasons, combined, will be as follows:
Central GOA: 7,710 Chinook salmon
Western GOA: 5,598 Chinook salmon
Component 2: Expanded observer coverage: Improved Chinook salmon PSC estimates:
Extend existing 30% observer coverage requirements for vessels 60’-125’ to trawl vessels
less than 60’ directed fishing for pollock in the Central or Western GOA.
Require full retention of all salmon in pollock trawl fisheries.
NFMS shall work with the processors to evaluate and address the quality of sorting at the
plants to assist improvements in observer salmon estimates. The Council encourages NMFS
to apply lessons learned from the BSAI to the GOA where applicable.
Processing plants, with assistance from NMFS, should endeavor to ensure their fish tickets
accurately reflect the species and number of salmon, which will be delivered and sorted as
salmon bycatch at their facilities.
NMFS is also encouraged to collaborate with industry to facilitate information sharing in
order to speed delivery of in-season data (total catch and salmon counts, by species) for the
NORPAC data system and Catch Accounting System.
Alternative 3: Mandatory salmon bycatch control cooperative membership.
The requirement for salmon PSC to be discarded at sea would not apply to directed GOA pollock fishing.

Ms. Campbell spoke to her motion. With respect to timing of final action, she noted that while people are
asking for more time to adjust to a cap, the time required will be available before implementation, and is
not necessary before final Council action. Any additional information that may be available by December
would not affect the Council’s decision. Selecting a preferred alternative serves to notice the public of the
Council’s intent at this time, and she spoke to her reasons for selecting 22,500 as the PSC limit: balancing
minimizing Chinook salmon bycatch, but providing for OY in the pollock fishery to the extent
practicable.
Ms. Campbell noted this in an interim measure until the Council can adopt an entire package with
management tools for the fleet. Ms. Campbell reviewed the calculations and worksheet attachments.
There were questions and clarifications on timing, and it was determined that mid-year implementation is
available.
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Mr. Henderschedt moved to amend the preamble to say, “final action in December.” He noted that
he agrees with Commissioner Campbell’s comments on giving industry time to prepare itself for fishing
under a cap, and that work needs to start now, Is not relevant to when the Council may take action.
However, he would like to ensure that the Council process is accessible to affected stakeholders who may
not be able to attend the June Council meeting. Mr. Dersham remarked that there may be no new
information available in December, and will be opposing the motion, and noted that the longer that the
item stays on the agenda, the more it takes away from other pressing matters.
Chairman Olson remarked that the Council usually does not set timelines in a motion. There was general
discussion regarding timing of final action between now and December.
Mr. Benson offered a substitute motion to strike any reference to timing. It was seconded by Dr.
Balsiger. Mr. Benson noted he does not like the Council to be bound by any timing reference.
Ms. Campbell remarked that it’s important to notice the public of their intentions, in whatever way. The
substitute amendment passed with Mr. Cotten objecting.
Mr. Tweit moved to amend the motion by removing 22,500 from the PPA, and instead put 30,000 as
the number. Mr. Benson seconded the amendment. He spoke to his motion, noting this is the first
step to construct a bycatch reduction program that will ultimately end up with lower bycatch. He noted
that the 30,000 number is derived from the ESA threshold. There was lengthy discussion regarding
numbers. Mr. Henderschedt proposed 26,500 as a substitute motion, and the calculations that
follow on page 2 and 3 to be adjusted to reflect the new number. Mr. Benson seconded the motion.
Mr. Henderschedt noted that by going through the process of selecting a PPA, the Council also has to
state their rationale, and he is not comfortable with the lower number, because it does not address the
potential for considerable increases in pollock biomass, and a cap at that level could be constraining. Mr.
Benson supports a higher number because it would relieve pressure on the fleet. Mr. Fields is opposed to
a higher number. Mr. Dersham understands the need to select numbers, however is concerned about
beginning a procedure now for a long term solution. He agrees with the Commissioner’s choice noting
she has had to balance the various stakeholders’ interests.
Mr. Tweit notes that the Council should work with the fleet, and hopes that bycatch should be at such low
levels that it is not impeding the recovery of those stocks, and the Council will be discussing the best way
to get there as soon as possible.
The motion failed 4/7 with Benson, Henderschedt, Hyder, Tweit voting in favor. Mr. Tweit, with
concurrence of his second, withdrew his amendment.
Mr. Fields moved to amend by adding below Alternative 3: The Council further requests NMFS
prioritize resources and expedite GOA Chinook bycatch genetic sampling protocols, as well as
analysis, and as soon as possible provide the Council with any available stock identification
information. Mr. Fields spoke to his motion, noting that lack of information impedes optimum decision
making by the Council. There was discussion on who would be involved, and how it would fit in the
analysis. Mr. Fields noted that he is not revising existing genetic sampling priorities, but is intending to
underscore this issue’s importance without waiting for final action. The motion failed with Mr. Fields,
Ms. Campbell, Mr. Cotten, Mr. Hyder, and Mr. Olson voting in favor.
Mr. Fields spoke to the final motion, noting there is no information indicating that reduced Chinook
bycatch would affect local stocks, but rather hopes that changes in behavior and a long term program
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would reduce bycatch of the stock. It was generally agreed that a discussion regarding next steps of a
bycatch reduction program and timing of final action, would occur during the staff tasking agenda item.
Mr. Hull thanked the Commissioner for balancing the two objectives of achieving OY and reducing
bycatch.
The main motion passed without objection.

C-4 (a) Final action on change of IFQ/IPQ Application Deadline.
BACKGROUND
Under the crab program, annually issued individual processing quota (IPQ) have a one-to-one
correspondence with a specific portion of the annually issued individual fishing quota (IFQ) pool –
“Class A IFQ”. Use of either these IPQ or “Class A IFQ” requires matching with the other share type,
on a pound for pound basis. To ensure applicants have adequate due process opportunity to contest any
finding concerning qualification for an allocation, at the time of annual issuance of IFQ and IPQ, NOAA
Fisheries sets aside quota (either IFQ or IPQ, as the case may be) in an amount needed to cover any
possible claim of an applicant, should the final determination favor the applicant. As a result, any
application disputes not finalized at the time of the allocation of IFQ and IPQ have the potential to strand
quota of the other share type, in the event the applicant does not appeal or does not prevail on appeal
(since the withheld quota cannot reasonably be issued to other qualified applicants). This action would
move the application deadline from August 1st to June 15th to allow additional time to finalize some
appeal filings and proceedings, thereby reducing the potential for stranded quota. In addition, the action
would shorten the time to appeal initial administrative decisions denying a QS holder or PQS holder an
allocation of IFQ or IPQ, respectively, from 60 days to 30 days. This shorter time for appeal could also
result in more final administrative decisions, further reducing the potential for stranded quota. Lastly, the
action would also modify the current regulations to provide that an IFQ or IPQ applicant’s proof of
timely filing of an application would create a presumption that the filing was made. This regulation could
serve a few purposes. First, applicants who keep records of filing would effectively resolve any dispute
prior to an administrative finding that an application was not filed. Adopting a practice of maintaining
records of filings would certainly aid applicants should NOAA Fisheries dispute the timely filing of an
application. Secondly, resolution of initial administrative decisions on appeal could be streamlined. If the
Office of Administrative Appeals relies on such a rule for any finding related to cases in which IFQ and
IPQ applicants allegedly failed to apply for annual allocations, appellate determinations would be
relatively certain.
Mark Fina gave the staff report on this agenda item. The AP gave their report, and public comment was
taken. The SSC did not address this agenda item.
COUNCIL DISCUSSISON/ACTION
Dr. Balsiger moved, which was seconded, to adopt:
Alternative 2: earlier application deadline and shortened time to appeal denials of IFQ or IPQ.
The action alternative would:
1) Move the cooperative and IFQ and IPQ application deadlines to June 15th;
2) Reduce the period to appeal an initial administrative determination denying an allocation of
IFQ or IPQ to 30 days; and
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3) Provide that an applicant’s proof of timely filing for IFQ or IPQ creates a presumption of
timely filing.
Additionally, adding the phrase “…and shortening the appeal period” after “Moving the
application deadline to an earlier date for IFQ and IPQ” in the problem statement.
Dr. Balsiger noted the AP voted 20/0 for this motion, and public testimony is in favor of Alternative 2.
Additionally, h noted the action may help achieve optimum yield by reducing the potential for stranded
IFQ, while maintaining the management program’s incentives to prevent overfishing.
Mr. Tweit moved to amend by adding, that the Council deems proposed regulations that clearly
and directly flow from the provisions of this motion to be necessary and appropriate in accordance
with section 303(c), and therefore the Council authorizes the Executive Director and the Chairman
to review the draft proposed regulations when provided by NMFS to ensure that the proposed
regulations to be submitted to the Secretary under section 303(c) are consistent with these
instructions. The amendment passed without objection.
The amended main motion passed without objection by roll call vote.

C-4 (b) Crab Data Collection
BACKGROUND
At its October 2010 meeting, the Council received a report from staff concerning the development of
alternatives to revise the crab Economic Data Reports (EDR) to improve the accuracy and efficiency of
data reported in that program. Based on this report, public testimony, and its experience with the data
collection initiatives, the Council requested staff to prepare a discussion paper that could be used to
finalize alternatives for an amendment package to revise the crab EDR. The Council specifically
requested staff to develop four alternatives to the status quo using the following structure:
1) critical operational components by individual crab fishery,
2) critical operational components from all crab fisheries (aggregated across all crab fisheries),
3) critical operational components from all fisheries (aggregated across all fisheries), and
4) all operational components by individual crab fishery (similar to current data collection
program). (updated status quo)
Mark Fina gave the staff report on this issue. The AP gave their report, The SSC had given their report
earlier and public comment was taken.
COUNCIL DISCUSSION/ACTION
Mr. Henderschedt moved to move forward with the staff analysis of the harvester and processor
EDR alternatives and elements shown in attached tables XX.
Additionally, notes and
recommendations from the SSC should be incorporated into the analysis. The motion was
seconded.
Mr. Henderschedt commended the harvesting and processing sectors in producing a logical process to
produce a logical recommendation on moving forward. There were general questions of clarification and
brief discussion on the motion. Mr. Henderschedt commented that developing a generalized format for
reporting is very problematic, and a proxy is a better choice. Data collection and reporting is an ongoing
process and modifications can be made.
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Mr. Fields moved, which was seconded, to move the line on Appendix B page CVI under “Fishing
Data, crew port and transiting days from home port to port and the vicinity of grounds” for staff
analysis. Mr. Fields noted that if it is problematic, the Council has time to drop the alternative, but the
line could be included under Alternative 2 and 3 for analysis. There were general questions of
clarification, and the motion passed without objection.
Mr. Fields moved to amend, which was seconded by Mr. Cotten, in Appendix A “crew charges and
deductions” to include by value for analysis. Mr. Fields would like to see specific amounts so the
Council could make an informed decision as to whether or not adding the deductions by actual costs
would illuminate the way crew is being treated.
There was discussion regarding if the information produced would justify the effort.
The amendment passed 7/4, with Tweit, Benson, Henderschedt, and Hyder opposing.
The amended main motion passed unanimously.

C-4 (c) Pribilof Island Blue King Crab Rebuilding Plan
BACKGROUND
At this meeting the Council will take final action on the Pribilof Blue King Crab Rebuilding Plan
EA/RIR/IRFA. The new analysis evaluates proposed alternative rebuilding measures for the Pribilof
Islands blue king crab (Paralithodes platypus) stock. The Pribilof Islands blue king crab stock remains
overfished and the current rebuilding plan has not achieved adequate progress towards rebuilding the
stock by 2014. This revised rebuilding plan considers five alternatives. Four of the alternatives are
different non-triggered closure configurations to restrict groundfish fisheries which have contributed to
bycatch of this stock above a specified threshold in the areas of the stock distribution. The fifth alternative
considers trigger caps and associated area closures in these groundfish fisheries. The impacts of these
alternatives on rebuilding the Pribilof Island blue king crab stock as well as the environmental and
social/economic impacts of these measures are considered in this analysis. Analysis of the impacts of
these closure configurations on the rebuilding potential for the PIBKC stock shows limited effect on
rebuilding between the ranges of alternative closures.
The analysis has been revised per Council and SSC modifications to the extent possible noting that an
additional closure per Council motion was not included. The Council’s motion requested that staff “Add
an additional closure configuration to Alternative 4C and Alternative 5e based on considerations of both
recent bycatch as well as survey distribution.” The public review draft contains a discussion of, and a
series of maps showing the relative distributions of survey and bycatch of the stock over a range of time
periods. However, as explained in section 2.9 of the EA, the analysts did not identify an additional
closure due to the lack of temporal clarity and patterns in the bycatch of the stock at this time. Should the
Council wish to delineate an additional closure based on this information at final action it could do so
and analysts would indicate where within the existing analysis the likely impacts of that closure could be
interpolated.
At this meeting the Council will take final action to identify a preferred alternative for the rebuilding
plan.
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Diana Stram and Bob Foy gave the staff report for this agenda item. The AP gave their report, and the
SSC did not review the analysis at this meeting. Public comment was heard.
COUNCIL DISCUSSION/ACTION
Mr. Henderschedt moved, which was seconded, to:
1. Take final action to revise PBKC rebuilding plan no sooner than October 2011
2.

Address comments by AP as appropriate

3.

Under Option 5D (Distribution of PIBKC from 1984-2009) Suboptions 3 and 4, analyze
allocation of trigger cap to:
Non-Pelagic Trawl 40%
Hook and Line 20%
Pot 40%
The analysis should explore this gear allocation as part of the specification process
4.

For that part of the analysis, include to the extent practicable, historical bycatch from
entire PIBKC district.

5.

Discussion of spatial boundaries for catch accounting extrapolation to prevent application
of St. Matthew blue king crab stock bycatch rates to Pribilof Island blue king crab catch.

Mr. Henderschedt spoke to his motion noting that for timing purposes it is better to take action later, in
order to provide time to add some additional analysis to the document and time for the Council to have
the results of the May CPT and June SSC comments. By adding a suboption, gear allocation: in all
bycatch management, the Council has promoted responsibility (in gear groups) from one affecting the
operations of another. He notes that it’s essential to partition a trigger cap in a way that insulates the
various gear groups from each other, and a percentage based allocation of the trigger could accomplish
this.
There was general discussion regarding gear groups and their caps.
Mr. Tweit moved to amend, by including in alternative 5, a qualitative assessment of other possible
tools for achieving triggered closures. This may include other possible tools such as the relative
merits of a different approach to establishing a cap based upon range of threshold levels whereby
upon reaching the threshold the gear group which contributed the most towards that threshold at
that time would be closed out of the designated area.. There was discussion regarding the general
merits of using ACL, and the amendment passed without objection.
There was a general discussion regarding areas other than 5D. Should the Council decide to choose
another trigger closure area other than 5D, it would be preferable if it had been analyzed, but implications
could be pulled from closure data from that area that had been analyzed. It was agreed that the analysis
could include a qualitative discussion of how the gear allocation could occur in the annual specifications
process. There was also a brief discussion regarding timing and the ability to get data to the public.
Mr. Fields moved to amend the motion by taking out the date of October. The motion was
seconded, and passed without objection. The amended main motion passed without objection.
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C-4 (d) Finalize Alternatives for the Tanner Crab Rebuilding Plan.
BACKGROUND
On October 1, 2010, the Council was informed by NMFS that the Bering Sea Tanner crab (Chionoecetes
bairdi) stock is overfished according to criteria in the Fishery Management Plan for the Bering
Sea/Aleutian Islands King and Tanner crab. This notification was based on the most recent stock
assessment for Tanner crabs indicating that the stock biomass had declined below its minimum stock size
threshold (MSST).
The 2010 estimate of mature male biomass (MMB) at mating was 62.70 million
pounds, below the MSST of 92.37 million pounds. In order to comply with section 304(e)(3) of the
Magnuson-Steven Act (MSA), the Council and NMFS thus have two years from that notification to
develop and implement a plan to rebuild the overfished Tanner crab stock.
Under section 304(e)(4) of the MSA, the rebuilding plan for Tanner crab must specify a time period for
rebuilding the fishery that is as short as possible, taking into account the status and biology of the stock,
the needs of fishing communities, and the interactions of the stock within the marine ecosystem. The
rebuilding plan shall not exceed 10 years, except if the biology of the stock of other environmental
conditions dictate otherwise.
At this meeting the Council will begin consideration of alternative management measures for rebuilding
the Tanner crab stock. These measures may include a combination of directed fishery constraints,
bycatch constraints in other fisheries and other considerations. Once alternative management measures
have been finalized by the Council, analysts will provide an analysis of these measures in an appropriate
NEPA document for initial review by the Council. A discussion paper which provides an overview of the
Tanner crab stock status, development of an assessment model and recent catch estimates in both the
directed Tanner crab fishery as well as non-directed catch in other crab fisheries, groundfish fisheries
and scallop fisheries. A Tanner crab stock assessment model is under development and will be reviewed
by the SSC at this meeting. An update on the assessment model development will be provided to the
Council by Council staff in conjunction with the discussion paper on rebuilding alternatives for the stock.
Diana Stram gave the staff report on this issue. Lori Swanson gave the AP report, and the SSC had given
their comments earlier. Public comment was taken.
COUNCIL DISCUSSION/ACTION
Ms. Moreland moved to recommend the CPT develop rebuilding alternatives in May with the
SSC’s comments. Her motion was seconded. She noted that as the Council considers finalizing
alternatives, discussion of any potential alternatives should recognize that any limits on Tanner crab
bycatch, or an increase in limits must be requested through the board of fisheries. She clarified that any
change in bycatch in crab directed fisheries are category 3 measures, and would need to be developed
with the board of fisheries. The motion passed without objection.

C-5 (a) EFH Omnibus amendments
BACKGROUND:
The EFH omnibus amendments implement technical changes to EFH descriptions in the Council’s FMPs,
which were identified during the 2010 EFH 5-year review. In early March 2011, the Council received a
public review draft of an Environmental Assessment to evaluate the proposed actions. There are seven
actions included in this omnibus EFH amendment package. The proposed actions are FMP amendments
only; there are no regulations that will be changed as a result of these amendments.
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At initial review, the Council removed the action specifically updating EFH description information for
salmon species in the Salmon FMP, as a new methodology to better delineate EFH is currently being
reviewed by the AFSC. The resulting Salmon FMP revisions will come before the Council as part of a
subsequent amendment.
Additionally, at the February meeting, the Council made a policy statement clarifying how HAPC
priorities are considered during future HAPC proposal cycles. The Council has indicated that a HAPC
priority exists exclusively for the duration of a Council HAPC proposal cycles. This means that HAPC
site proposals for a previously-designated HAPC priority may not be submitted on a continuing basis,
and need not be accepted unless (a) the Council re-designates that particular HAPC priority, or (b)
NMFS brings forward compelling information to suggest that the Council should re-designate the HAPC
priority. This policy statement has been reflected in Action 6.
Diana Evans gave the staff report on this issue and reviewed the analysis and recommendations to the
Council. John Olson briefly reported on NMFS’ recommendations. Lori Swanson gave the AP report,
and the SSC had given their report on this issue earlier. There was no public comment, and the
Ecosystem Committee had given a written report on this agenda item.
COUNCIL DISUCSSION/ACTION
Mr. Tweit moved, which was seconded, to adopt the following actions regarding EFH:
1. Amend the EFH description of the BSAI Groundfish FMP for all twenty-four groundfish
species or complexes.
2. Amend the EFH description of the GOA Groundfish FMP for all twenty-four groundfish
species or complexes.
3. Amend the EFH description of the BSAI King and Tanner Crab FMP for the five crab species
or complexes.
4. Amend the EFH description of the Alaska Scallop FMP for the weathervane scallop.
5. Amend the EFH conservation recommendations for non-fishing activities in all Council FMPs.
6. Revise the timeline for considering HAPCs from three to five years in all Council FMPs.
7. Revise the research objectives for EFH in the five Council FMPs subject to the 2010 EFH
review (excludes the Arctic FMP).
In taking this action, the Council recognizes that certain EFH components under its Salmon FMP
and that an examination of the effects of fishing on spawning and breeding of Bristol Bay Red King
Crab in Southern Bristol Bay under its BSAI King and Tanner Crab FMP continue to be reviewed
and any resulting changes to the EFH description for these species will be initiated as separate
trailing amendments.
Mr. Tweit spoke to his motion, noting that this action has been carefully vetted by the Plan Teams and the
SSC, and is consistent with NMFS recommendations. Two actions will follow: 1. Salmon FMP,
(delineating salmon EFH) and 2. Discussion of spawning and breeding of BBRKC. The motion passed
unanimously by roll call vote.
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C-5 (b) EFH Bristol Bay Red King Crab
BACKGROUND:
In April 2010, the Council reviewed the summary report of the 5-year review of essential fish habitat
(EFH) provisions. The report addresses new habitat information available since the last comprehensive
review of EFH, documented in the 2005 EFH EIS, and how it pertains to the EFH provisions of the
Council’s fishery management plans (FMPs) for BSAI and GOA groundfish, BSAI crab, Scallop, and
Salmon.
During the Crab Plan Team’s review of EFH information pertaining to crab species, the Plan Team
recommended that further analysis should be undertaken to evaluate fishing effects on crab stocks, and
determine whether the conclusions in the FMP are valid. Distribution of crab stocks, particularly red
king crab, has changed since the analysis in the 2005 EFH EIS. Additionally, the methodology used in the
2005 effects of fishing analysis may not adequately capture actual impacts of fishing on crab populations.
Other parameters may need to be considered for crab stocks, such as the importance of spawning and
larval distribution relative to oceanographic currents (pelagic habitat) for crab settlement. This is
applicable to the assessment of all crab stocks. Also, the conclusions in the 2005 EFH EIS imply that
more is known about the effects of fishing on the habitat needs and life history stages of crab (especially
growth to maturity) than can be substantiated, based on research-to-date. Therefore the Crab Plan Team
recommended further evaluation of the effects of fishing be undertaken.
Consequently, the Council asked staff to prepare a discussion paper to further examine the Crab Plan
Team’s recommendation to re-evaluate the effects of fishing on crab stocks. The paper also looks at the
importance of southwestern Bristol Bay for red king crab populations, and whether and how interactions
with the trawl fisheries in that area may be impacting the crab stock. Existing crab protection areas are
evaluated in light of new information about shifting populations. The discussion paper also provides some
clarification on the issues raised by the Plan Team with respect to the methodology that was used in the
2005 evaluation of fishing effects, focusing specifically on red king crab as an example crab species, and
considering whether the appropriate parameters for crab stocks are included in that analysis (such as the
importance of spawning and larval distribution relative to oceanographic currents for crab settlement).
The paper presents options for Council action to protect southwestern Bristol Bay through EFH or HAPC
conservation measures.
Diana Evans and Dr. Bob Foy gave the staff report on this issue, and Ms. Evans also gave the Ecosystem
Committee report on this agenda item. The SSC had given their written report earlier. Lori Swanson gave
the AP report, and public comment was heard.
COUNCIL DISCUSSION/ACTION
Mr. Tweit moved, which was seconded, to expand the BBRKC EFH discussion paper with the
following priorities:
 A discussion of the efficacy of the existing red king crab closure areas.
 A discussion of the importance of environmental variables on red king crab distribution, in
particular in the Amak area, as well as the importance of removals from this area.
 An expanded discussion of fishing intensity with regard to recent sweep modifications and
reduced bottom contact, and a more robust comparison of years in regards to fishing
intensity.
Mr. Tweit spoke to his motion, noting that this action is a part of the overall examination of EFH.
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Motion passed unanimously.

C-6 Final action to revise management of the GOA Pacific cod jig fishery
BACKGROUND
In December 2010, the Council received a discussion paper that reviewed options to revise management
of the GOA Pacific cod jig fishery. The Council decided to initiate an analysis of two alternatives,
including the status quo fishery and the proposed “reverse parallel fishery.” The proposed action would
open Federal waters to directed fishing for Pacific cod with jig gear concurrent with the State of Alaska
Guideline Harvest Limit (GHL) fishery for Pacific cod in the GOA. Catches in Federal waters would
accrue to the State jig GHL, which is specified as a percentage of the GOA Pacific cod ABC. Jig gear
was recently exempted from the Limited License Program (LLP) requirement in the GOA subject to gear
limits.
Under the proposed action, operators using jig gear would likely have year-round access to Federal
waters. In the absence of this action, jig operators would only have access to Federal waters during the
parallel/Federal waters A and B seasons, and the timing of the jig fishery may continue to be a factor
limiting jig catches. At this meeting, the Council is scheduled to take final action on the proposed
amendment.
Jeannie Heltzel gave the staff report on this agenda item, and Karla Bush gave the state report on the State
of Alaska management of Pacific cod. Glenn Merrill also gave brief clarifications regarding NMFS
management related to Pcod. Lori Swanson gave the AP report, and the SSC had given their report
earlier. Roy Hyder gave the enforcement report on this agenda item. Public comment was taken.
COUNCIL DISCUSSION/ACTION
Mr. Dersham moved to recommend selecting Alternative 2 as the preliminary preferred alternative
(PPA) and delaying final action not soon than December 2011. This will provide opportunity for
the Alaska Board of Fisheries to comment and take action in October. The Council further
recommends the final action include a list comparing State and Federal management regulations.
Additionally, the Council requests options to include prohibiting the use of any other gear type
onboard while fishing in the federal jig fishery. The motion was seconded by Mr. Cotten.
Mr. Dersham spoke to his motion, recognizing there is a need for staff of the Council and state staff to be
available to the BOF to explain action. He noted there have always been hurdles to provide opportunities
to new entrants, and actions both the Council and State have taken tried to increase participants and other
gear types but are still a barrier to new entrants in particular, and small rural communities in general as
the cost of entry make it prohibitive to start up. This action has real potential to bring new entrants into
fishery at a cost they can afford, potential to expand efficiency and participation to people who are
already participating in the fishery in and around Kodiak. Participants in parallel and state managed pot
fisheries are similar, and he hopes this can bring in new participants.
There was brief discussion regarding the Council submitting proposal to BOF, and to notice the BOF of
the Council’s actions. It was agreed that the Council examine management areas for which they are to
apply and to address MRA/IRIU differences. There was continued discussion regarding comparing state
and federal regulations. It was generally agreed NMFS can inform Board.
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Discussion continued regarding enforcement concerns and it was generally agreed the Enforcement
Committee can address this issue at the October meeting. Capt. Cerne noted that there is precedent for
this sort of proposal and that regulations are already in place. Mr. Fields noted his disappointment that
the Council is not taking action at this meeting, and the motion passed without objection.
Motion passed without objection.
There was a brief discussion regarding federal observers fishing in state waters. It was generally agreed to
discuss the issue during the observer program report.

D-1 Scallop Management
BACKGROUND
The Scallop Plan Team met in Anchorage on March 7-8, 2011 to review the status of the weathervane
scallop stocks in Alaska, to prepare the Stock Assessment and Fishery Evaluation (SAFE) report and to
recommend an acceptable biological catch (ABC) level in anticipation of a pending amendment to the
FMP to meet Annual Catch Limit (ACL) requirements. The SAFE report was mailed to you on March
11th. The SAFE report provides an overview of scallop management, scallop harvests and the status of
the regional weathervane scallop stocks. Scallop stocks are neither overfished nor approaching an
overfished condition.
Diana Stram gave the staff report on this issue. Lori Swanson gave the AP report, the SSC had given their
report earlier, and there was no public comment.
COUNCIL DISCUSSION/ACTION
Mr. Tweit moved that Council adopt SSC recommendation of an ABC of 1.161 million lbs of
shucked meats for the statewide weathervane scallop stock for the 2011-2012 scallop fishing season,
consistent with the control rule set forth in the Council’s motion; and that the council adopt the
SAFE with the SSCs comments included to the extent practicable noting that at least a fair number
of those comments are intended primarily to be addressed prior to the 2012 report. The motion
was seconded.
Mr. Tweit spoke to his motion, and noted as per our usual process, the Scallop PT provided their
recommendation to SSC, and now recommends the pounds. The motion passed without objection.
Motion passed without objection.

D-2 (c) EA and EFP to Approve an EFP to test salmon excluder devices in the
Eastern Bering Sea pollock fishery
BACKGROUND
Gauvin and Associates LLC has applied to the Alaska Region of NMFS for issuance of an Exempted
Fishing Permit (EFP) for continued research on salmon excluder devices in the Bering Sea pollock trawl
fishery. This EFP would allow continued development and testing of salmon excluder devices with
focused efforts on reducing chum salmon bycatch and refinement to the Chinook salmon excluder device
for use in the walleye pollock fishery.
The experiment would be conducted from Fall 2011 through Fall 2012. The primary objective would be
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the development and testing of an excluder that reduces chum salmon bycatch rates without significant
negative effects on pollock fishing. An excluder would also reduce potential effects on the salmon stocks
and cost to the pollock fishing industry. Additionally, a secondary objective under this EFP would be to
examine two possible improvements to the Chinook salmon bycatch reduction performance of the final
version of the Chinook salmon excluder developed under EFP 08-02.
A draft EA for the EFP was prepared by NMFS staff and was sent out in a Council mailing on March 11,
2011.
John Gauvin gave a report on the EFP and the excluder device, and Mary Grady gave a report on the EA.
The AP gave their report, the SSC had given their report earlier, and public comment was taken.
COUNCIL DISCUSSION/ACTION
Mr. Henderschedt moved, which was seconded, to approve the EFP to test excluder devices in 2011
and 2012. He noted that the Council has received two reports on work that has been done, and work that
is planned, and is a good example of leveraging the resources of the Council to make huge strides in
bycatch reduction therefore more work is warranted. Motion passed without objection.

D-2 (a) Receive Report on Halibut Bycatch Discard Survival EFP.
BACKGROUND
This Final Report is intended to provide information on the experiment by the North Pacific Fisheries
Foundation (NPFF) to examine a proposed method of measuring the survival of Pacific halibut bycatch
while participating in Bering Sea/Aleutian Islands (BSAI) non-pelagic trawl flatfish fisheries during 2009
and 2010. The NPFF experiment was approved under Exempted Fishing Permit (EFP) 09-01. By
regulation, trawl caught halibut must be immediately released with a minimum of injury after capture.
The EFP was granted to allow holding of halibut onboard ship for the experiment. This research project
was developed in cooperation with the Alaska Fishery Science Center and International Pacific Halibut
Commission.
The F/T SEAFISHER, an Amendment 80 (A80) trawl vessel participating in cooperative quota and CDQ
fisheries, served as the research platform during both years of the experiment. No additional halibut
prohibited species quota (PSQ) was requested or used as part of this experiment. Halibut caught while
conducting the experiment accrued against A80 cooperative PSQ in 2009 and CDQ PSQ in 2010.
The NPFF survival experiment had three objectives:
1. Determine paired RAMP & IPHC viability assessment scores in individual halibut collected from
hauls on board ship after capture by trawl during commercial fishing.
2. Calculate and calibrate a RAMP mortality curve for halibut.
3. Collect trawling, deck, and live tank environmental conditions data for determining fishing
factors associated with halibut immediate, delayed, and total mortality.
Todd Loomis gave the report on the Discard Survival EFP, and answered questions from Council
members. The AP report was read, and public comment was taken. The SSC had given their written
report earlier.
COUNCIL DISCUSSION/ACTION
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Mr. Fields commented that although the experiment may not have met its goal, it was interesting and
provided valuable information.

D-2 (d) Receive discussion paper on AFA impacts on Bering Sea cod trawlers
BACKGROUND
At its December 2010 meeting, the Council tasked staff to prepare a discussion paper on the Bering Sea
(BS) winter Pacific cod fishery to determine if participating American Fisheries Act (AFA) vessels are
adversely impacting participating non-AFA trawl catcher vessels. The Council tasking originates from a
request by the Independent Cod Trawlers Association, who claimed that implementation of the AFA
caused increased competition on the BS winter Pacific cod grounds to the point of adversely impacting
their traditional winter cod trawl fishery.
Jon McCracken gave the staff report on this issue. The AP gave its report, and the SSC did not address
this issue. Public comment was taken.
COUNCIL DISCUSSION/ACTION
Mr. Fields noted that there is no conclusive data, but hears concerns and advocates. Knowing that, he
moved that the Council to take no further action at this time but instead encourage parties involved
to formalize practices that have been already occurring, and work within industry to mitigate some
of the concerns that have been voiced. The motion was seconded. Mr. Fields spoke to his motion,
stating that issues can sometimes be better solved informally than waiting for a regulatory action. Mr.
Henderschedt noted that the winter cod fishery had an increase in the number of AFA vessels and a
shortened season, but given the dynamic nature of the fishery and the many variables influencing
participation in the fishery, it’s not clear if there has been economic harm to the non-AFA trawl catcher
vessels caused by the AFA vessels. If competition from AFA vessels on the winter cod grounds is
significantly harming non-AFA trawl catcher vessels in the future, the Council could reconsider its action
on this issue. The motion passed without objection.

D-2 (b) GOA Halibut PSC Limits
BACKGROUND
In February 2010, the Council reviewed a NMFS discussion paper that described the process for
changing the halibut Prohibited Species Catch (PSC) limits in the Gulf of Alaska (GOA) and the Bering
Sea/Aleutian Islands (BSAI). The Council set a priority for action to revise GOA halibut PSC limits.
In June, the Council briefly reviewed a preliminary discussion paper that provided 1) information
identified in the GOA Groundfish FMP as necessary to change the halibut PSC limits and 2) preliminary
data summaries. In December the Council reviewed additional information and tables. The Council
identified its intent to prioritize action to reduce halibut bycatch in the near term (e.g., 2012). The
Council reviewed additional requested information and NMFS comments on the different analytical
requirements for management approaches the Council may take (i.e., plan amendment/regulatory
amendment combination or annual specifications process).
The Council requested additional
information from the staff of the International Pacific Halibut Commission.
The Council could initiate an environmental assessment to support potential changes to GOA halibut
PSC limits through the annual specifications process for 2012/2013. To do so the Council should identify
at this meeting 1) a problem in the fishery; 2) goals and objectives for addressing the problem, and 3) a
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reasonable range of management alternatives for analysis. In October 2011, the Council could identify
its preliminary preferred alternative for notification to the public in the proposed rule for the 2012/2013
annual specifications and identify its final preferred alternative in December for the final rule. Agency
staff previously has identified that this approach may delay implementation of final specifications in early
2012 and affect pending halibut PSC apportionments in rationalized groundfish fisheries in the GOA.
In December 2010, the Council also requested a summary of previous actions for 2012 implementation
that may be affected by potential future action to reduce GOA halibut PSC limits. Specifying changes in
the GOA halibut PSC limit in the annual specification process poses several challenges for
implementation and management of GOA groundfish fisheries. The potential scope of the analysis
required to assess the implications of changing the overall GOA halibut PSC could be substantial and
could complicate the ability of the agency to complete the analytical and rulemaking processes required
to implement the annual harvest specifications in a timely manner. At a minimum, NMFS has identified
the need to analyze the potential impact of any proposed revisions on the Central GOA Rockfish
Program, AFA and Amendment 80 sideboards, and other fisheries that use halibut PSC.
Jane DiCosimo gave the staff report on this issue. Gregg Williams of the IPHC gave an additional report,
and Glenn Merrill from NMFS commented on the sideboard issue. The AP gave their report, the SSC did
not address this issue, and public comment was heard.
COUNCIL DISCUSSION/ACTION
Dan Hull moved a two page written motion which is attached to these minutes as Attachment 7.
Mr. Hull spoke to his motion, noting that his motion addresses questions about halibut stock concerns.
IPHC staff estimate that yield loss from the current bycatch levels amounts to about 1/5th of potential
production and identifying the biological impacts of bycatch mortality. Additionally, the problem
statement speaks directly to reduced harvests and fishing opportunities in the directed fisheries. Mr. Hull
recommends making the proposed smaller cuts until the harvesters have the tools to achieve larger cuts,
but at the same time these proposed options will encourage trawl and fixed gear sectors to make choices
about how to use reduced halibut PSC limits. He briefly discussed issues associated with taking action
through the harvest specifications process and noted that his motion responded to agency and industry
concerns about the potential delay for potfishing and final harvest specifications. He noted the motion
states the Council can choose to bifurcate this action from the harvest specifications process at initial
review in October.
There were questions of clarification. Mr. Henderschedt moved to amend, which was seconded, the
problem statement by adding in the last paragraph, “….on the halibut catch limits and biomass,”
He spoke to his motion that the Council needs to be clear on dealing with allocative and conservation
issues. Certain reductions of bycatch will result in less of a reduction of a catch limit. Mr. Fields moved
to amend the amendment by adding “…and all user groups,” at the end of his proposed addition.
There was brief discussion and both amendments passed without objection.
Mr. Henderschedt moved to amend by striking after “Amendment 80: …and the proposed
Rockfish program.” And add: “No change to the halibut available to the proposed rockfish
program is being considered under this action.” He noted he does not anticipate further reduction in
the amount of halibut available to the rockfish program. There was brief discussion from staff and
clarification, and Mr. Henderschedt withdrew his motion.
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Mr. Fields moved to amend by deleting the text “and the proposed rockfish program.” There was
brief discussion and staff provided clarification. Mr. Fields withdrew the motion.
Mr. Henderschedt moved, and Mr. Benson seconded, to add:
Option 3: AFA, AM80, and Rockfish sideboards will
Suboption a. AM 80 sideboards will be redefined as specific numbers as calculated against
existing status quo
Suboption b. Be applied as a percentage of the reduced halibut cap.
Mr. Henderschedt spoke to his motion, noting that two sideboards are expressed as a percentage, and one
is expressed as a number. His motion is trying to establish decision points, rather than just a general
action. There was brief discussion regarding percentages and numbers. The amendment passed 8/3.
With Campbell, Cotten, and Hull objecting.
Mr. Fields moved to amend the last sentence and add: “In anticipation of this discussion, the
Council requests staff prepare a white paper that surveys fishing management programs that
allocate individual or cooperative bycatch or non-directed catch, in US, Canada or other
countries.” Mr. Fields noted it would be helpful as this process progresses, to have more information.
Motion passed without objection.
Mr. Tweit spoke to his objection of the main motion, noting that it is difficult to analyze cumulative
effects on these fisheries, and objected to action after action targeting a specific fishery. He noted the
Council is choosing to focus on biomass, and needs to give the fleets tools to reduce bycatch.
Mr. Hyder moved to amend in the last sentence: “In furtherance of above stated objectives, the
Council recommends that staff develop a comprehensive FMP amendment and regulatory
amendment and analysis of ways to reduce halibut bycatch by all sectors and gear types engaged in
GOA groundfish fisheries.” The motion was seconded by Mr. Fields. Mr. Hyder spoke to his motion
noting that this is an opportunity for the Council to fully state that a comprehensive regulatory
amendment and FMP amendment will be started and drafted, so the Council can provide industry with the
tools to accomplish things they want to do. There was brief discussion, noting that this analysis and the
white paper mentioned in Mr. Field’s amendment, are two separate processes with two different
timelines. The amendment passed 8/2, with Cotten and Hull objecting.
Mr. Henderschedt spoke to the main motion, and noted the issue still requires examination, as it is as
much an equity and allocation issue as it is a conservation issue. He marked his uncertainty regarding
mid-season implementation, and would like to make a full decision with adequate information.
Mr. Cotten supports the motion, and the end result will be less wasted fish, and will be anticipating the
next step. Mr. Hyder is uncomfortable with the timeframe, and is disruptive to the fishery. He will not be
supporting the motion. Mr. Fields supports the motion, and hopes to make a decision relative to PSC to
have an analysis prepared for December and would like to continue to plan for that schedule.
Ms. Campbell noted her support of motion and does not believe action is targeting a single fishery or gear
type. She wants to be fair and equitable in allocating fishery privileges. The simple action that may take
place in TAC setting should not be the end of the issue. She will look to next step which is consideration
of tools to provide improvements.
Mr. Henderschedt noted his was vigorously in opposition to any action that complicated implementation
of current TAC setting process.
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Motion passed 9/2 by roll call vote, with Benson and Tweit in objection.

D-3 Staff Tasking
Chris Oliver reviewed the list of items the Council had decided to address during staff tasking, with a few
comments and additions from Council members.
Ms. Campbell spoke briefly about the 37 inch size limit for charter halibut in Area 2C, noting that the
difference between the State and IPHC estimates is not as significant as initially thought. The discussions
have highlighted the importance of a methodology for size limit and the Council moving forward to make
these recommendations.
Mr. Fields requested to have a discussion relative to genetic sampling protocols and preliminary stock
analysis, and to formalize the process.
Chairman Olson polled the Council members on timing of GOA Chinook bycatch in June, and there was
brief discussion and clarifications from staff.
Lori Swanson gave the AP report, and public comment was taken.
COUNCIL DISCUSSION/ACTION
Ms. Campbell moved to approve the Crab Plan Team nomination of Heather Fitch. It was
seconded, and Ms. Campbell noted that Ms. Fitch is the fisheries manager in Dutch Harbor. The motion
passed without objection.
Mr. Fields moved to approve the February 2011 minutes. The motion passed without objection.
SSL Panel Update
Mr. Tweit gave the Council an update on the Washington/Alaska SSL panel, and noted that they are still
choosing more panel members, and drafting terms of reference. It is expected that there will be one
meeting in Seattle and one in Anchorage so there will be a review before the June Council meeting.
There was brief discussion about research needs, and it was generally agreed that the Council could
request a review of research in the Western Aleutians in the 2011 field season from NMFS under the B
reports.
AFA Vessel Rebuilding
Mr. Henderschedt requested to move forward with a discussion paper that examines the relevant AFA
issues at it applies to the new vessel rebuilding language. He noted a good first step would be to apply
the rights and restrictions of the replaced vessel onto the vessel that is replacing it. It was generally
agreed.
Halibut Hired Skippers
There was lengthy discussion among Council members and staff regarding a table and its title in the hired
skippers analysis. It was generally agreed that the Council would flag the table for further review by staff
and agency. Additionally, there was discussion of the control date. Mr. Hull moved, which was
seconded, to implement a control date for applications for transfer of QS by IFQ initial recipients
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that were received by NMFS on or before February 12, 2010 but which were approved by RAM
after that date, should be considered to have been transferred for use in time by hired skippers.
Mr. Hull noted that this motion was for clarification for all stakeholders. The motion passed with Tweit
objecting.
Observer Committee Direction
Mr. Hull provided direction, and noted the good progress the OAC is making. There are 3 items where
the Council can provide direction:
1. Request agency and staff provide OAC members with a list of outstanding implementation issues,
so committee members can provide input on draft regulations;
2. Direct committee to meet in September to discuss EM and review draft regulations.
3. Recognize that the OAC should review each annual observer sampling and deployment plan
when restructuring is implemented.
He noted that the Council can still provide input during any part of the process.
Salmon FMP
There was general Council discussion regarding a workshop on the Salmon FMP prior to the October
2011 Council Meeting, at which point the Council would have an Initial Review. The workshop would
be an informational meeting at which staff could present, discuss, and answer questions about the Initial
Review of the Salmon FMP for interested parties and stakeholders. It was generally agreed that Council
could hold a workshop in September, 2011.
Pribilof Island Blue King Crab
Mr. Henderschedt noted that the Council should schedule this agenda item for the September 2011
meeting, which will give the Council time to look at the analysis, and give the SSC time to include new
recommendations, and potentially schedule for final action. Additionally he requested, and it was
generally agreed, to have a status report on revised data requested for PIBKC at the June 2011meeting.
GOA Chinook timing
Mr. Fields spoke in favor of scheduling of this agenda item for the June 2011 meeting in Nome. His
concern was not about mid-year implementation. He is not convinced there will be additional information
that will be available to warrant postponing scheduling the item at the next meeting. There was
discussion regarding timing among the various Council members. It was generally agreed that although
an item may be scheduled for final action at a meeting, the Council can choose to not take final action.
There were comments regarding the inability for participants in the GOA pollock fisheries to participate
at a June Nome meeting, and information that would be available should the Council postpone this item
until December. It was generally agreed this agenda item would remain on the June agenda.
Mr. Fields requested the Council draft a letter to NMFS relative to genetic stock identification, noting the
first issue would be addressing the current sampling protocols and whenever they are appropriate for
preliminary stock ID. Additionally, he requests clarity in terms of what sampling protocols are needed to
provide current identification. He also requested a timeline to read the 2011 samples. Lastly, he
requested the letter ask for a deadline for stock identification separation and analysis. Mr. Tweit
suggested a general update on all priorities the Council has previously requested. It was generally agreed
to send the letter.
Crab Modeling
Mr. Tweit noted that there has been a request for the SSC to have an additional member with quantitative
stock assessment and modeling expertise. It was generally agreed. He also noted that the Council should
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request that AFSC designate someone with AD model builder software experience, to review the St.
Matthew blue king crab models with the assessment author prior to the May plan team.
Additionally, he noted that opening a fishery that has long been dormant requires a bit of precaution, and
the models should be reviewed prior to the May Crab Plan Team meeting. Follow up from the workshop
is needed especially when discussing single stock models and a much more narrow scope. Finally, he
suggested the Council should encourage the PT to have a broad discussion on the issue of consistent
criteria relative to choosing years for BMSY.
Halibut and SSC migration model
Mr. Tweit noted that the SSC should begin to look at the IPHC migration model, and provide comment to
the Council. The IPHC staff might have suggestions on data and if they foresee any additional materials
relative to the model, or a better window to review. Mr. Williams noted that IPHC staff will be working
on a new model over the winter after discussion with the Commission in the fall. December would be a
more likely time for discussion. It was generally agreed that the crab issues should take priority with the
SSC over the next few meetings.
Halibut Subsistence
Mr. Fields is concerned about halibut subsistence, and noted public comment in the books, and requests
the State of Alaska give a report on halibut subsistence trends. Ms. Campbell noted that Dr. Jim Fall
gives an update annually about subsistence harvest and trends over time. It was generally agreed that
along with the update, an update from NOAA Law Enforcement is requested. Mr. Fall should be
forwarded the public comment letters relative to halibut subsistence.
Mr. Henderschedt responded to testimony regarding long term plans of halibut and all bycatch species in
the GOA, and a request to be clear on what the Council is doing, and what impacts the actions have on the
fisheries and stakeholders. He requested the Council members to be thinking about what guiding
principles to establish in moving forward with development of tools and measures, and what the
appropriate way is to engage stakeholders in that process. It is important to have these discussions as one
of the first steps in developing more comprehensive tools to reduce bycatch in the GOA. Mr. Fields
noted he is focused on information and comparing how other entities have allocated bycatch species. It
was generally agreed the Council would wait for the white paper.
CSP Algorithm
Commissioner Campbell noted that there has been confusion over the calculation of a maximum size limit
of the Halibut Catch Share Plan, and noted that one of the things that ADF&G will be doing is an
approach to set the Maximum Size Limit based on best available information in any given year, as an
alternative to an algorithm. The Council discussed the timing of technical review and public comment
period, and it was generally agreed that the Council will discuss the issue further in June along with
reviewing the draft regulations on the proposed rule.
Halibut Charter/Friends and Family
Mr. Balsiger noted the interpretive rule for defining a charter trip has been filed: People who hold sport
fish guide licenses are not required to have a permit on board during a recreational halibut fishing trip if
no compensation is exchanged. Compensations for assistance is not limited to money. It was noted that
NMFS has been responsive to the Council on this issue.
Halibut D shares fish up in Area 4B
Mr. Tweit noted there was a request from the public on this issue, and he requested an update from staff.
Ms. DiCosimo noted that in June the Area 4B CQE analysis is scheduled for initial review, and the Area
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4B fish up final action could be rescheduled at the same time. She also noted that she had received
interest from stakeholders in Area 4A to fish up. It was generally agreed that the Council will provide
further guidance at the CQE initial review. The Council rescheduled both actions for October 2011.
Mr. Fields thanked the Council and staff for the BSAI chum salmon bycatch outreach program in
February and March in the 7 primarily rural areas and remarked on a job well done.
There was a brief USCG discussion regarding “compensation” for fishing trips, and it was generally
agreed it would be addressed on a case-by-case basis using a common sense principle.
The Chairman thanked everyone for their work and the meeting adjourned at 1:12 on Tuesday, May
April 5, 2011.
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Mateo Paz Soldan, Heather McCarty
Council Discussion/Action ‐ Henderschedt motion
Break
Stop Recording [5:22:00 PM]

April 3
0:00:00 8:01:46
Start Recording [8:01:46 AM]
0:00:01
8:01:50
Call to Order
0:33:13
8:35:05
Diana Stram, C‐4 (d) Tanner crab Rebuilding (10 min earlier)
0:33:33
8:35:11
AP report, Lori Swanson
0:34:11
8:35:48
Public comment, Ed Poulsen
0:39:17
8:41:02
C‐5 A EFH Ominubus amendment Diana Evans
0:53:11
8:54:41
Lori Swanson, AP report
0:55:13
8:56:42
Tweit motion
1:34:11
9:35:35
C‐5 (b) Bob Foy and Diana Evans (25 min earlier)
1:34:29
9:35:43
AP report, Lori Swanson
1:37:11
9:38:24
Ed Poulsen, Public Comment
1:38:08
9:39:17
John Gauvin
1:46:15
9:47:21
Tweit motion
1:48:39
10:05:46
C‐6 GOA Pcod jig
1:48:48
10:05:52
Jeannie Heltzel, Karla Bush
2:39:23
10:56:09
AP report, Lori Swanson
2:43:40
11:00:35
Darius Kasprazak, F/V Marona Public Comment
2:48:27
11:05:05
Teresa Peterson
3:20:30
11:37:02
Diana Stram, D‐1 Scallop SAFE
3:36:48
11:53:05
break
3:36:56
13:22:07
John Gauvin
3:39:21
13:24:33
D2C Salmon Excluder EFP
4:15:35
14:00:41
Mary Grady NMFS
4:23:49
14:09:35
Public Comment
4:24:50
14:10:27
Glenn Reed
5:31:47
15:35:37
John McCracken, D2d, AFA impacts on BS cod trawlers
6:04:51
16:08:10
Lori Swanson, AP report
6:06:07
16:09:20
public comment
6:07:42
16:11:01
Steve Arrvik, Russel Pritchett
6:19:01
16:22:09
Brent Paine
6:41:57
16:44:56
Fields motion
6:50:34
16:53:28
Stop Recording [4:53:28 PM]

April 4
0:00:00 8:32:16
Start Recording [8:32:16 AM]
0:00:01
8:32:23
Call to order
0:01:53
8:34:14
Moment of silence for Jim Branson
0:01:59
8:34:17
Adm CC Colvin
0:08:02
8:40:25
D‐2 b GOA PSC limits
0:23:00
8:55:17
Gregg Williams, Halibut Bycatch Issues
1:47:20
10:19:00
Lori Swanson, AP report
1:51:19
10:38:38
Public Testimony on D2B
1:52:27
10:38:44
Pete Wedin
1:59:51
10:46:12
Buck Laukitis
2:16:01
11:02:08
Kenny Down
2:26:39
11:12:42
Forrest Braden
2:32:47
11:18:47
Lori Swanson
2:43:36
11:29:33
Bob Krueger
2:58:22
11:44:12
Susan Robinson
3:01:33
11:47:36
Todd Hoppe
3:05:03
11:50:54
Charles Clement
3:08:31
11:54:17
Julianne Curry
3:15:37
13:04:04
Resume
3:15:53
13:04:22
Linda Benhken
3:30:09
13:18:32
Brian Young
3:41:40
13:30:00
Julie Boneey
4:00:53
13:49:10
Jim Hubbard
4:42:55
14:51:36
Hull motion and discussion
5:48:13
15:56:24
Nicole Kimball. OAC
6:16:57
16:24:53
Stop Recording [4:24:53 PM]
April 5
0:00:00 9:05:13
Start Recording [9:05:13 AM]
0:00:31
9:05:47
Call to order
0:00:35
9:05:54
Chris Oliver Staff Tasking
0:26:36
9:31:47
Public Comment, Arni Thompson
0:29:53
9:34:58
Ian Pittsman
0:43:42
9:48:40
Heather McCarty
0:58:19
10:03:14
Kenny Down
1:08:53
10:13:43
Lori Swanson Mark Gleason
1:13:37
10:18:26
Stephen Taufin
1:22:02
10:26:46
Linda Behnken
1:27:00
10:31:47
Everett Anderson
1:31:48
10:36:26
Julie Bonney
1:48:18
10:52:50
Forrest Braden
1:59:14
11:03:41
Bob Krueger
3:42:23
13:12:50
Adjourn [1:12:50 PM]
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DRAFT
ADVISORY PANEL MINUTES
March 28–31, 2011
Anchorage, Alaska

The following (20) members were present for all or part of the meetings:
Kurt Cochran
Craig Cross
John Crowley
Julianne Curry
Jerry Downing
Tom Enlow
Tim Evers

Theresa Peterson
Ed Poulsen
Neil Rodriguez
Beth Stewart
Lori Swanson
Anne Vanderhoeven

Jeff Farvour
Becca Robbins Gisclair
Jan Jacobs
Bob Jacobson
Alexus Kwachka
Chuck McCallum
Matt Moir

Minutes of the February 2011 meeting were approved.
C-2 Final action on Halibut/Sablefish Hired Skipper restrictions
A motion was made to recommend the Council adopt Alternative 2 with Options 1 and 2. Immediately
following this motion, a substitute motion was made to recommend Alternative 1. The substitute motion
failed 9/11.
A motion to change the control date to the date of final Council action passed 20/0.
A motion to add a new option, Option 3: Initial recipients providing proof of ownership higher than
Coast Guard documentation or abstract of title would be exempt from Alternative 2, failed 4-16.
Finally, the original motion to recommend Alternative 2 with Option 1 and Option 2 as amended, failed
10/10.
C-3(a) Review Salmon FMP changes
The AP recommends the Council select Alternative 3 as a Preliminary Preferred Alternative, and move
this forward for initial review with the options and updates identified in Table 2 of the discussion paper.
The AP further recommends an expanded discussion of the risks associated with removing the West
historical net areas from the FMP in the preliminary review draft.
Motion passed 19/0.
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C-3(b) Initial review of GOA Chinook Salmon Bycatch control measures
The AP recommends the Council make the following changes to Component 2 of Alternative 2 (deletions
are in strikeout, additions are bold/underlined):
Alternative 2: Chinook salmon PSC limit and increased monitoring
Component 2: Expanded observer coverage: Improved Chinook salmon PSC estimates:
Extend existing 30% observer coverage requirements for vessels 60’ to 125’ to trawl vessels less than 60’
directed fishing for pollock in the Central and Western GOA.
Require full retention of all salmon in pollock trawl fisheries.
Modify the specific actions recommended by NMFS (to avoid delay for this action and
implementation of observer restructuring package) to a statement: NMFS shall work with the
processors to evaluate and address the quality of sorting at the plants to assist improvements in
observer salmon estimates. The AP encourages NMFS to apply lessons learned from the BSAI to
the Gulf where applicable.
Processing plants along with assistance from the Agency, in turn, should endeavor to ensure their
fish tickets accurately reflect the species and number of salmon which will be delivered and sorted
as salmon bycatch at their facilities.
NMFS is also encouraged to collaborate with industry to facilitate information sharing which will
help to speed delivery of in-season data (total catch and salmon counts, by species) for the
NORPAC data system and Catch Accounting System.
Motion passed 20/0
The AP recommends that the Council delete Alternative 3. Motion passed 20/0
The AP recommends that the Council delay final action on this issue until December 2011. Motion
passed 20/0
The AP recommends that the Council direct staff that the next iteration of the analysis must include fish
ticket counts for 2003 to 2010. Motion passed 20/0
The AP recommends that the Council request that the analysis include a discussion of municipal tax
structures under the section on taxes. Motion passed 20/0
The AP recommends that the Council request that the analysis include a table indicating Chinook salmon
bycatch estimates for non-pollock trawl fisheries for the same suite of years as the pollock trawl fisheries.
Motion passed 20/0
The AP recommends that the Council request that the analysis include sport fish, commercial, subsistence
and personal use fishery data for the same suite of years to the extent it is available. Data should be split
by large management area (Area M, Area L, etc). Motion passed 20/0
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A motion to recommend a preliminary preferred alternative of a 15,000 fish PSC limit with the 25%
overage provision and the modified Component 2 failed 7/13.
Minority Report: A minority of the AP supported a motion to recommend the Council adopt a PPA
including a PSC limit of 15,000 with the 25% overage provision as specified in the Council’s February
2011 and Component 2 as modified by the AP. The minority felt that this level of PSC limit was
appropriate to meet the Council’s objectives for this action, as well as the requirements of National
Standard 9, to reduce bycatch. Higher cap limits represent numbers that exceed the average GOA
Chinook salmon bycatch for the pollock fishery and therefore represent little change from the status quo.
Chinook salmon returns throughout the Gulf—including the Karluk River and Upper Cook Inlet—have
been low and commercial, subsistence, personal use and sport fisheries have been restricted in these
areas. Despite these restrictions escapement goals have still not been met. Regardless of knowing specific
impacts of bycatch on these stocks, every fishery must share in the burden of conservation to ensure the
long term health of this resource. The lack of information about stock of origin of the salmon caught as
bycatch and specific impacts mandates that we take a precautionary approach and set a PSC limit for
Chinook salmon in the GOA pollock fishery at a level that represents actual bycatch reductions on an
expedited basis.
Signed by: Becca Robbins Gisclair, Chuck McCallum, Julianne Curry, Alexus Kwachka, Jeff Farvour,
Tim Evers, Theresa Peterson
A motion to add a fourth option under Component One for a 40,000 fish PSC limit failed 10/10.
C-4(a) BSAI Crab IFQ/IPQ Deadline – Final Action
The AP recommends the Council adopt Alternative 2 in its entirety for final action. Motion passed 20/0
C-4(b) Crab Economic Data Reports (EDR)
The AP recommends the Council move forward with the staff analysis of the harvester EDR alternatives
and elements shown in the attached table. Motion passed 20/0
The AP recommends the Council move forward with the staff analysis of the processor EDR alternatives
and elements shown in the attached table. Motion passed 20/0
C-4(c) Pribilof Island Blue King Crab Rebuilding Plan – Final Action
The AP believes that the analysis to revise the rebuilding plan for Pribilof Islands blue king crab is not
ready for final action at this time for the following reasons:





The model cannot accurately predict rebuilding. This is reflected in the SSC minutes from their
December meeting. As a result, although the model is the best information we have, it does not
accurately predict the impacts of the actions before us. The document needs a better discussion
of the limitations of the model.
Text in the analysis referring to figures are not always correct and text is not always clear (page
19 for example) making it difficult to understand the analysis of the impacts on stock rebuilding.
The AP is concerned that the bycatch figures resultant from the pot cod fleet may not be accurate
due to extrapolation issues from a fleet with less than 100% observer coverage. Further
information in the analysis would be helpful on this topic.
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The analysis does not analyze the impacts of the action (closing areas to groundfish vessels) on
the environment (habitat, marine mammals, cumulative effects, impacts of shifting effort).
The analysis does not analyze the impacts of the action (closing areas to groundfish vessels) on
the groundfish fisheries.
Options to close areas for pelagic fishing are not included even though pelagic gear may at times
be fishing on the bottom.
The analysis looks at the Pribilof blue king crab stock as a discrete stock when in fact it is likely
part of the St. Matthews and St. Lawrence population (and likely included the Aleutian Islands in
the past). Genetic information is not yet available to confirm this but is critical information for
making a decision and may be available in the near future.
The AP understands that PIBKC bycatch accounting methods will change within the next year,
but the analysis does not consider the impact of this change.

Motion passed 20/0
The AP recommends the Council request that the analysis include a table showing the average percent of
the ABC taken by each sector over the years 2003 to 2010. Motion passed 20/0
C-4(d) Finalize Tanner Crab Rebuilding Plan
The AP recommends the Council defer choosing a final alternative for the Tanner crab rebuilding plan
until after the May 2011 Crab Plan Team meeting. Further, the AP recommends the Council request the
Crab Plan Team to review reference levels for the Tanner crab fishery including Bmsy and make
suggestions for alternatives, knowing that the earlier data (1969-1973) in the time series may be
inappropriate.
Motion passed 17/0
C-5(a) Essential Fish Habitat – Final Action
The AP recommends the Council take final action to select Alternative 2 for each Action 1-7 as shown on
page 5 of the analysis. Motion passed 17/0/1
C-5(b) Bristol Bay Red King Crab (BBRKC) Spawning Area/Fishing Effects – Discussion Paper
The AP recommends the Council request an expansion of the BBRKC EFH discussion paper with the
following priorities:




A discussion of the effects of the existing red king crab closure areas.
A discussion of the importance of environmental variables on red king crab distribution, in
particular in the Amak area, as well as the importance of removals from this area.
An expanded discussion of fishing intensity with regard to recent sweep modifications and
reduced bottom contact, and a more robust comparison of years in regards to fishing intensity.

Motion passed 18/0
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C-6 GOA Pacific cod Jig Fishery Management
The AP recommends selecting Alternative 2 as the preliminary preferred alternative (PPA) and delaying
final action until December 2011. This will provide opportunity for the Alaska Board of Fisheries to
comment and take action in October. The AP further recommends the final action include a list
comparing State and Federal management regulations. The AP requests options to include prohibiting the
use of any other gear type onboard while fishing in the federal jig fishery.
Motion passed 19/0
D-1 Scallop SAFE
The AP recommends that the Council approve the Scallop SAFE report. Motion passed 17/0
D-2(a) Halibut Ramp EFP Report
The AP received a report on the halibut RAMP experiment.
D-2(b) GOA Halibut PSC Limit
The AP recommends that the Council develop a comprehensive FMP amendment and regulatory
amendment and analysis of ways to reduce halibut bycatch by all sectors and gear types engaged in GOA
groundfish fisheries. Motion passed 12/6
Minority Report: The following motion was made before a substitute motion replaced it by a vote of
12-6:
The AP recommends that the Council adopt a purpose and scope for GOA halibut PSC that incorporates
the following principals and functions:
There are a number of long-standing issues regarding the PSC limits of halibut in the Gulf of Alaska.
Halibut-dependent fisheries have significantly changed since PSC limits were set.
The AP recommends that the GOA halibut PSC discussion paper be forwarded for initial review with the
following options addressed in the analysis through the 2011 specifications process:
Reduce GOA PSC limits by:
o
o
o

10%
20%
30%

The analysis is intended to be a short-term action to be used as a springboard for more comprehensive
review of halibut bycatch management.
A minority of the AP supported the original motion. The minority felt that urgent action must be taken to
reduce halibut PSC limits in the Gulf of Alaska through the 2011 specs process as a short-term solution
for bycatch reduction while also pursuing a comprehensive long-term solution through an FMP/
Regulatory Amendment process.
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After careful review of the IPHCs presentation and bycatch reduction discussion paper, the minority of
the AP felt that it is clear that slow halibut growth rates threaten the rebuilding potential of halibut
stocks. Uncertainty surrounding slow growth rates warrants a precautionary approach to halibut
removals. The directed commercial and charter halibut fisheries have taken significant reductions in
allowable harvest over the past decade. The dynamics of the directed and non-directed halibut fisheries
have changed significantly since halibut PSC limits were set in 1986. Vast improvements in technology
have resulted in more efficient fishing by PSC limited fisheries. Other factors have contributed to PSC
limits not being reached in recent years.
The IPHC has expressed significant concern over bycatch impacts to the halibut resource. Each pound of
under 32-inch bycatch mortality reduces future yield to the directed commercial fishery by one pound and
1.6 pounds of future yield to the female spawning biomass. The directed halibut fisheries are impacted by
lost yield due to downstream effects from area of capture. Therefore, the Council should take immediate
action to reduce the halibut PSC limit in the GOA to protect the halibut resource and achieve meaningful
bycatch reductions to benefit all users.
Signed by: Julianne Curry, Becca Robbins Gisclair, Chuck McCallum, Theresa Peterson, Tim Evers, Jeff
Farvour
D-2(c) Salmon Excluder EFP
The AP recommends that the Council approve this EFP. Motion passed 19/0

D-2(d) AFA Impacts on BS cod trawlers – discussion paper
The AP reviewed the discussion paper and recommends that the Council take no further action on this
issue. Motion passed 19/0
D-3(b) Observer Advisory Committee Report
The AP received a report on the Observer Advisory Committee meeting.
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AP Motion - March 30, 2011
Crab EDR Alternatives

Harvester (Catcher Vessel) Alternatives

Data
element

Data type

Alt 2.

Alt 3.

all crab fisheries

-

-

Days fishing

by crab fishery

-

-

Days traveling (from port to grounds)
and offloading

by crab fishery

-

-

Landings by share type - pounds

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

Deadloss by share type - pounds

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

-

Landings by share type - revenues

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

-

-

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

by crab fishery- arms
length only

Leased quota by share type - crew
contributing shares

by crab fishery

aggregated all crab
fisheries- count of crew
leasing

-

Number of crew by fishery

by crab fishery

-

-

Payments to crew

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

Payments to captain

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

Labor payment details - charges and
deductions

in all crab fisheries

-

-

Revenue shares - owner/crew/captain

by crab fishery

-

-

Crew license number/CFEC permit
number

aggregated across all crab
fisheries

aggregated across all crab
fisheries

-

Insurance premium - crab only

aggregated across all crab
fisheries and aggregated
across all fisheries

-

-

Paid deductibles - crab only

aggregated across all crab
fisheries

-

-

aggregated for all crab fisheries

aggregated all fisheries
new pots only

-

Pot purchases - location

aggregated for all crab fisheries

-

-

Line and other gear purchases - costs

aggregated for all crab fisheries

-

-

Line and other gear purchases location

aggregated for all crab fisheries

-

-

by crab fishery

-

-

Fish ticket number
Fishing data

Alt 1.
(status quo)

Vessel owner's IFQ used on the vessel
by share type

Deliveries and revenues

Vessel owner's IFQ used on other
vessels by share type
Leased quota by share type - pounds

Leased quota by share type - cost

Crew

Pot purchases - number
Pot purchases - cost

Bait used - species/pounds by fishery
Bait used - species/cost by fishery

Harvester CV - Page 1

AP Motion - March 30, 2011
Crab EDR Alternatives

Harvester (Catcher Vessel) Alternatives

Data type

Data
element

(status quo)

Crab costs

Bait used - purchase location by fishery

Alt 1.

Alt 2.

Alt 3.

by crab fishery

-

-

by crab fishery

aggregated all fisheries

-

by crab fishery

-

-

aggregated across all crab
fisheries

-

-

Other crew expenses

aggregated for all crab fisheries

-

-

Freight costs for landed crab

aggregated for all crab fisheries

-

-

Storage, wharfage, delivery costs for
gear

aggregated for all crab fisheries

-

-

by crab fishery

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

aggregated all fisheries,
including R&M

-

Fuel used - gallons by fishery
Fuel used - cost by fishery
Fuel used - purchase location by fishery
Food and provisions - costs

Observer costs - by fishery
Landing taxes and fees
Cooperative fees
Other expenses
Vessel and equipment investment cost

Vessel costs

All activities
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aggregated across all crab
fisheries
aggregated across all crab
fisheries
aggregated across all crab
fisheries
aggregated across all fisheries
(excluding exclusively non-crab
costs)

Vessel and equipment investment location

aggregated across all fisheries

-

-

Repair and maintenance - costs

aggregated across all fisheries

-

-

Repair and maintenance - location

aggregated across all fisheries

-

-

Insurance premium

aggregated across all fisheries

Aggregated All Fisheries

-

Fuel, lubrication, fluids - annual - cost

aggregated across all fisheries

Aggregated All Fisheries

-

Fuel, lubrication, fluids - annual location

aggregated across all fisheries

-

-

Other vessel specific costs

aggregated across all fisheries

-

-

Days at sea - all activities

aggregated across all activities

-

-

Gross revenues - all activities

aggregated across all activities

Aggregated All Fisheries

-

Pounds - all fisheries

aggregated across all fisheries

-

-

Labor cost - all activities

aggregated across all activities

Aggregated All Fisheries

-

AP Motion - March 30, 2011
Crab EDR Alternatives

Processor (Shore Plant) Alternatives

Data
element

Data type

Production

Revenues

Alt 1.
(status quo)

Alt. 2

Production - dates covered by fishery

by crab fishery

Production - processing days by fishery

by crab fishery

Raw crab processed by fishery

by crab fishery

Product and processed pounds by fishery

by crab fishery

Production - crab size and grade

by crab fishery

Production - box size

by crab fishery

Production - finished pounds

by crab fishery

Production - custom processing identifier

by crab fishery

Sales to affiliates/nonaffiliates by species - product/process

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

Sales to affiliates/nonaffiliates by species - crab size and grade

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

Sales to affiliates/nonaffiliates by species - box size and finished
pounds

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

Sales to affiliates/nonaffiliates by species - revenues (fob)

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

Custom processing by
species/product/process

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

Custom processing revenues

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

Average processing positions

by crab fishery

Man-hours

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

aggregated across all
fisheries

Total processing labor payments

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

aggregated across all
fisheries

Crab processing employees by residence

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

aggregated across all
fisheries

Custom processing services purchased - raw
pounds

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

Custom processing services purchased product and process

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

Providing first and last
Providing first and last day
day and number of active
and number of active days
days

Labor

Custom processing services purchased - size
Custom processing services and grade
purchased
Custom processing services purchased - box
size

Crab purchases

SP - Page 1

Alt. 3

by crab fishery
by crab fishery

Custom processing services purchased finished pounds

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

Custom processing services purchased processing fee

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

Raw crab purchases by fishery - ifq type

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

Raw crab purchases by fishery - size and
grade

by crab fishery

Raw crab purchases by fishery - pounds

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

Raw crab purchases by fishery - gross
payments

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

AP Motion - March 30, 2011
Crab EDR Alternatives

Processor (Shore Plant) Alternatives

Data
element

Data type

Crab processing costs

General plant costs

General processing
information

SP - Page 2

Alt 1.
(status quo)

Fisheries taxes and fees - crab only

by crab fisheries

Processing and packing materials,
equipment, and supplies - crab only

aggregated across crab
fisheries

Food and provisions - crab only

aggregated across crab
fisheries

Other direct crab labor costs

aggregated across crab
fisheries

Insurance deductibles - crab only

aggregated across crab
fisheries

Repackaging costs

aggregated across crab
fisheries

Broker fees and promotions by fishery

by crab fishery

Lease (IPQ) costs

by crab fishery

Observer costs

by crab fishery

Freight cost for plant supplies

aggregated across crab
fisheries

Freight costs for products

aggregated across crab
fisheries

Product storage

aggregated across crab
fisheries

Water, sewer, and waste disposal

aggregated across crab
fisheries

Other crab-specific costs

aggregated across crab
fisheries

Alt. 2

Alt. 3

by crab fishery

by crab fishery

aggregated across all
fisheries

aggregated across all
fisheries

Annual fuel, electricity, lubrication, hydraulic
fluids

aggregated across all
fisheries

Plant and equipment investments

aggregated across all
fisheries

Repair and maintenance

aggregated across all
fisheries

Foremen, managers, other employees and
salaries

aggregated across all
fisheries

Other plant specific costs

aggregated across all
fisheries

Processing days - annual total - all fisheries

aggregated across all
fisheries

aggregated across all
fisheries

aggregated across all
fisheries

Gross FOB revenues - annual total - all
fisheries

aggregated across all
fisheries

aggregated across all
fisheries

aggregated across all
fisheries

Finished processed pounds - annual total - all
fisheries

aggregated across all
fisheries

aggregated across all
fisheries

aggregated across all
fisheries

Processing labor costs - annual total - all
fisheries

aggregated across all
fisheries

aggregated across all
fisheries

aggregated across all
fisheries
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DRAFT REPORT
of the
SCIENTIFIC AND STATISTICAL COMMITTEE
to the
NORTH PACIFIC FISHERY MANAGEMENT COUNCIL
March 28th – March 30th, 2011

The SSC met from March 28th through March 30th, 2011 at the Hilton Hotel, Anchorage Alaska.
Members present were:
Pat Livingston, Chair

Farron Wallace, Vice Chair

Robert Clark

NOAA Fisheries—AFSC

Wash. Dept. of Fish and Wildlife

Alaska Department of Fish and Game

Susan Hilber

Anne Hollowed

George Hunt

Oregon Dept. of Fish and Wildlife

NOAA Fisheries—AFSC

University of Washington

Gordon Kruse

Kathy Kuletz

Franz Mueter

University of Alaska Fairbanks

US Fish and Wildlife Service

University of Alaska Fairbanks

Jim Murphy
University of Alaska Anchorage

Kate Reedy-Maschner
University of Idaho Pocatello

Lew Queirolo
NOAA Fisheries—Alaska Region

Ray Webster
International Halibut Commisson

Terry Quinn
University of Alaska Fairbanks

Doug Woodby
Alaska Department of Fish and Game

Members absent were:
Jennifer Burns
University of Alaska Anchorage

Seth Macinko
University of Rhode Island

B-1 Plan Team Nomination
The SSC reviewed the nomination and resume for Heather Fitch to serve on the Council’s Crab Plan
Team, filling the vacancy left by Forrest Bowers. The SSC finds that Ms. Fitch has management
experience with BSAI crab fisheries that will be a valuable asset to the CPT and recommends that the
Council approve her appointment. The SSC also discussed the scarcity of CPT members with
quantitative stock assessment experience and recommends that the Council consider adding an additional
member to the Plan Team to fill this void.
C-3 (b) Initial review of GOA Chinook salmon PSC
The SSC received presentations from Diana Evans (NPFMC), Darrell Brannan (Consultant), and Mark
Fina (NPFMC). Public testimony was received from Don Rivard (USFWS Office of Subsistence
Management), Bob Krueger (Alaska Whitefish Trawlers Association), Jon Warrenchuk (Oceana), and
Julie Bonney (Alaska Groundfish Data Bank).
The RIR/IRFA presents a comprehensive treatment of the historical context of the proposed action. It
methodically steps through each of the elements contained in the suite of alternatives and options,
identifying data needs, and contrasting those needs with available sources. It is apparent from the outset
that analysis of this action will confront the accustomed voids and shortcomings in our understanding of
impacts and outcomes, directly attributable to inadequate economic, socioeconomic, and operational data
(e.g., operational costs – variable and fixed; relative dependency; affiliation and ownership patterns; net
performance indicators). These deficiencies result in a diminished ability to narrow the confidence
bounds on analytical projections made for many of the key outcomes of the action alternatives. This is of
particular significance for the GOA pollock fisheries, because many of the potentially impacted
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operations are of substantially smaller scale and are operating nearer economic margins than their
counterparts in the Bering Sea AFA fisheries. These deficiencies also impair the ability of analysts to
assess impacts on protected resources and endangered species.
The document does an effective job of identifying the expected sources, characteristics, and recipients of
impacts attributable to the alternatives. Much of the subject impact analysis is qualitative, due to a lack of
usable empirical data, but the report does a reasonable job of quantifying those aspects for which such
estimates can be usefully derived. A large obstacle to fully describing and measuring the
ramifications of these Chinook PSC avoidance measures is the incomplete scientific knowledge as to
“source-of-origin” of the Chinook salmon PSC removals in the GOA pollock fisheries. Because the
source-of-origin data are critical for any comprehensive economic analysis, the SSC recommends
that a high priority be placed on efforts to identify and apportion Chinook PSC in the GOA to their
natal source.
Substantially more work remains as the draft evolves through the next iteration. Both the initial RIR and
IRFA contain some unnecessary elements. The SSC recommends adherence to technical requirements
and use of consistent terminology. Care should be exercised when expressing the relationships between
PSC allowance numbers and NMFS management and enforcement protocols, as related to allowance
limits. Because PSC is required by law to be avoided, it should be assumed for analytical purposes that
an overage will be an extraordinary event. Otherwise the PSC removal, in excess of the maximum limit,
becomes a de facto allocation of an additional amount of Chinook removal, explicitly made available to
GOA pollock operations every third year, instead of a safety-valve for extraordinary events. Many of the
same uncertainties about the relationship between pollock catch and Chinook PSC frequencies that were
encountered in the BSAI Amendment 91 analyses are of equal concern for the GOA action. The BSAI
Amendment 91 experience should inform the analysts in this action.
The SSC identified a substantial number of questions and concerns about Chinook salmon PSC
cooperative provisions contain in this action and was advised by the analyst that NOAA General Counsel
has expressed significant legal concerns about approvability of an amendment containing such
cooperative provisions.
The SSC believes the report should be explicit that the retrospective analysis of the impacts of proposed
PSC limits assumes no behavioral changes in operators’ response to the limits. If the proposed limits are
effective in encouraging pollock harvesters to increase avoidance efforts, then the revenue impacts in the
report are likely overstated and the dates on which the fishery would shut down are earlier than what may
have occurred. Further, the years over which the retrospective analysis was conducted coincides with a
low period of pollock biomass in the GOA. It is possible that when the pollock biomass increases greater
total pollock catch amounts may be placed at-risk.
The report provides no rationale for the set of proposed PSC limits. Similarly, with respect to the 125%
buffer provision, there is no rationale for its inclusion or for the choice of buffer level (25%) or the choice
of every-third-year. The document should include additional information to indicate the basis for these
choices.
Because the smaller vessels (<60’) are typically owned by Western GOA residents, an analysis of the
economic and social costs of requiring observers would be useful. If the modified observer program is
approved, it may lessen incentives to fish with <60’ vessels. However, there are other factors that also
play a role in determining vessel size. The analyses could be improved by considering the likely
magnitude of the impact that the 60’ threshold provides. For those who own a single vessel, other factors,
such as vessel length limits in other fisheries imposed by the State of Alaska salmon regulations, may be a
more important determinant of vessel length.
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The SSC would like to see an inclusion of information on the processor landing taxes levied by boroughs
and communities in Section 3.6.6. These data could also contribute to an understanding of potential
economic impacts on coastal communities, a requirement of National Standard 8. NS8 further requires a
description of community dependency (p. 195). RIR Section 3.6.5 only addresses fishery engagement;
this needs to be revised to address dependency in the communities. There is not enough information in the
RIR to make statements such as “economic impacts to participating communities would not likely be
noticeable at the community level” (p. 195) since community economic data are absent from this analysis.
If time and resources are available, development of a formal Social Impact Assessment (SIA) should be
considered.
The SSC’s review has identified a number of lesser concerns that will require treatment by the analysts
(e.g., revenues should consistently be identified as ‘gross’ measures, correction of erroneous catch values
must be made, several circular assertions need disentangling). These will be communicated directly to
the analysts.
The RIR/IRFA suggests that, whether or not the GOA pollock operators perceive value from Chinook
PSC avoidance, beyond the direct effect it may have on attainment of the pollock TAC, society has a
substantial interest in ‘optimizing’ the implicit trade-off between total pollock catches and total Chinook
PSC removals. It is, therefore, important that the externalities imposed by GOA pollock harvesters
through Chinook PSC mortality, be appropriately accounted for, and those incurring these externalized
costs identified.
The SSC finds that the EA adequately covered protected species, their prey, and their habitat
requirements with respect to the proposed amendment.
In addition to those issues identified above, the SSC has identified several issues that we would like to see
clarified or expanded on in the EA/RIR/IRFA report to be released for public review:
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Additional discussion is needed regarding the precision of the estimates of Chinook salmon PSC
for both observed and unobserved catches. This discussion should include the potential impacts
on the ability to manage the fishery to stay within the proposed cap limits, taking into account the
lag between occurrence of the Chinook interception and the time that the PSC is reported.
In several places, the report states that one of the advantages of mandatory cooperatives would be
to identify hotspots of Chinook salmon encounters and limit fishing in those areas. However, the
report also states (p.12) that the Council has determined that area closures based on monitoring of
hotspots was not an effective tool to reduce salmon PSC. The analysis should clarify whether
monitoring Chinook salmon PSC hotspots might be useful in the GOA.
The caveats on use of the coded wire tag (CWT) data on page 110 should also be reflected in the
last sentence of the first paragraph on page 111 to clarify that the percentages attributable to
Southeast Alaska and Cook Inlet. Also, Figures 11-17 should be clarified that the points do not
reflect abundance.
It would be helpful to have a graphic that permits a better understanding of how well the observed
PSC catch locations represents the locations of unobserved Chinook removals.
The correct annual average sport fish catch of Chinook salmon (1989-2006) is the figure on page
33 (176,000 fish), and not as given on page 30.
Figure 4 (p. 47) would be more informative if the seasons (A, B, C, and D) are shown on the x
axis.
The surveys from which Chinook salmon PSC data are derived (Table 65 p. 128) should be listed.
Provide a brief discussion to explain why the survey interceptions of ESA-listed CWT salmon is
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fairly large (especially from the upper Willamette River) relative to the commercial trawl PSC,
which would be expected to be several orders of magnitude larger.
The definition of Sustainable Escapement Goal (SEG) on page 119 should be updated by the
definition available at the regulation citation given on that page.

For the longer term amendment analysis (not the present document) the SSC has the following comments:





The SSC recommends that NMFS develop sampling goals for genetic data collection for the
purpose of providing stock composition of the prohibited species removals on a geographic basis
that would be meaningful from a PSC avoidance management standpoint.
The SSC recommends that observer sampling include age and length data, which in combination
with the genetic stock composition data, can be used to develop adult equivalency estimates for
stock specific removals, similar to the method being developed for the BSAI Chinook PSC
avoidance amendment.
Once estimates of stock composition are available, the SSC suggests that it would then be
possible to reconsider the hard cap alternatives in terms of impacts on Alaska salmon stocks,
whereas the current caps are substantially motivated by the incidental take statement for threshold
catches of ESA listed Chinook stocks.

The SSC recommends release of the draft analysis for public review, after the identified substantive
edits have been incorporated, to the extent practicable.
C-4(b) BSAI Crab – Review alternatives for Crab Economic Data Collection
The SSC received an overview of the discussion paper from Mark Fina (NPFMC). Public testimony was
given by Edward Poulsen (Alaska Bering Sea Crabber Association) and Shawn Dochtermann (Crab
Crewmen’s Association).
The SSC has spoken to this issue on numerous occasions over the past five years. In October of 2007, the
SSC identified the critical need for a systematic collection of coherent, comprehensive social and
economic data from Crab Rationalization Program fisheries. The SSC continues to emphasize this data
need. Since that time, as development of the BSAI crab comprehensive economic data collection
program (EDR) progressed, the SSC has also commented on data quality concerns. The completion of a
formal audit of the EDR submissions, reported to the SSC in February 2008, was not encouraging in this
regard, and the SSC made recommendations for improvement. In October 2010, the SSC reiterated the
importance of high quality economic and socioeconomic data.
The Council has expressed a purpose and need statement that considers balancing of data collection costs
with the contribution those data provide to the fisheries management process. The discussion paper
provides a good range of alternatives to consider for revising the Crab EDR in the context of this purpose
and need statement. The paper is responsive to the Council’s expressed purpose and need, which
indicates a desire to identify alternatives that are more streamlined in the selection of data elements in a
revised EDR. The SSC is optimistic that a more focused approach with incremental additions is a viable
one.
The paper examines problems associated with appropriately apportioning economic data (e.g., variable
costs, payments to labor, deductions and charges), which have been identified as a primary source of the
reporting burden on industry and weakness in the resulting datasets. The SSC also notes that the
categorization of data quality and cost of collection may depend upon the desired level of analysis. For
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example, fuel costs at the “all fisheries” level may be reasonably accurate with a low reporting burden,
but allocating these costs to individual fisheries may be more challenging and less reliable.
The SSC emphasizes that although some data elements may be difficult to collect or that these elements
have reliability concerns, they are still essential to completing the legally mandated benefit/cost, net
benefit to the Nation, and distributional impact analyses, in support of proposed Council actions. The SSC
recommends that a framework be developed to apportion data elements in a reasonable and credible
manner in order to be useful in informing Council decisions.
No data elements address the economics of coastal communities, which is a problem expressly identified
in the Council’s rationale. Although it was indicated that these data are being gathered elsewhere, it was
also mentioned that these data are difficult and time consuming to collect. The SSC reiterates that level of
difficulty should not be a barrier to collecting the data. Ongoing efforts to collect and integrate coastal
community data into other economic analyses are essential to addressing the Council’s identified
problems and evaluating the success of the Crab Rationalization Program.
The paper contributes several useful observations that pertain to opportunities to reduce the reporting
burden, without significant loss of data, through cross-referencing other sources (e.g., COAR) or by more
precisely identifying information with and without actual relevance to management of the crab fisheries
(e.g., self-identified product ‘grades’) – see p.10. Identification of other equivalent opportunities and
insights may only emerge with the cooperation and advice of industry. Industry assistance continues to
be critical to accomplishing this task.
The SSC also encourages exploration of alternative methods for acquiring economic and operational
characteristics and parameters of sector elements. While not a perfect substitute for primary data
collection and analysis, these alternative approaches have the potential to contribute useful insights into,
for example, effects of an action alternative on the key components of the industry, based upon agreed
characteristic attributes/elements/operational strategies.
C-4(d) Alternatives for the Tanner Crab Rebuilding Plan
Diana Stram (NPFMC) gave a presentation on the status of the Tanner crab rebuilding plan analysis.
Public testimony was provided by Edward Poulsen (Alaska Bering Sea Crabbers). The report included
some tables and figures on historical status determinations, catch, and bycatch of Tanner crabs from crab,
groundfish and scallop fisheries in the EBS.
At the present time, the stock assessment model is still under development and not currently acceptable
for use in rebuilding analyses. Also, alternatives have not been articulated. Text describing the
alternatives for snow crab rebuilding were included into the document for reference.
The SSC notes that the current discussion paper is preliminary and it was difficult to provide detailed
comments on the alternatives for Tanner crab rebuilding. One major concern is that the Tanner crab
model is not ready for use in a rebuilding analysis. Given that the Council may need to take final action in
February 2012 in order to have new regulations in place by the October 2012 deadline, it is possible that
an approved model may not be available to conduct the rebuilding analysis. The model continues to
undergo further development. A revised version will be reviewed by the Crab Plan Team in May and the
SSC in June. So, the availability of an approved model for rebuilding analysis should become clearer at
the June Council meeting.
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The SSC offers the following additional comments:
1. If an approved Tanner crab model becomes available in time, then the framework used for snow
crab rebuilding could serve as a point of departure for the Tanner crab analysis. The SSC had
some discussion that the snow crab approach may be more complicated than is needed for Tanner
crab.
2. Unlike snow crabs, data presented in the discussion paper indicate that rebuilding alternatives
must consider groundfish and crab fisheries, based on the magnitude of crab bycatch relative to
target catch. Tanner crab bycatch in the scallop fishery is an order of magnitude lower than crab
catches in the crab and groundfish fisheries.
3. A major issue for consideration is the time period used for estimation of Bmsy. Currently, Bmsy is
based on the average mature male biomass (MMB) for 1969-1980. The document justifies this
choice with the following statement: “The time period is thought to represent the reproductive
potential of the stock because it encompasses periods of both high and low stock status
equivalently.” On the surface, this justification does not appear correct – the value of MMB for
1980 is a moderately high value; MMB continued to decline through 1985/1986. More
importantly, these years represent pre-regime shift conditions. The buildup of groundfish from
strong recruitments in the late 1970s resulted in a large biomass of predators (e.g., cod, flathead
sole) and competitors (yellowfish sole, rock sole) that in 1980 undoubtedly influenced the ability
of the system to support Tanner crabs. Finally, indications are that the Tanner crab model
performs much better when early survey data (1969-1973) are dropped, but estimates of mature
male biomass before 1974 become highly uncertain. That leaves just the average of 1974-1980
mature male biomass estimates to determine Bmsy, which is probably too short of a time period.
The SSC has commented on this issue previously in the SSC reports from the June and October
2010 meetings. The assessment authors and Crab Plan Team should undertake a thoughtful
discussion on the use of time periods to estimate Bmsy in general, with a priority for Tanner crab.
4. The time period to be used for determination of rebuilt status will need to be revisited in the
future. Currently, stock status must be above Bmsy for two years before the stock can be declared
as rebuilt. One criterion that may factor into the decision is the availability of a stock assessment
model to reduce uncertainty about stock status.
5. There is a need for greater clarity about the data (units) being presented in tables in the document.
Headings for tables of bycatch statistics should be clarified to indicate whether bycatch represents
the weight of Tanner crab bycatch with or without application of discard mortality. Tables should
report bycatch in the same units as catch to allow for comparisons. When bycatch mortality is
estimated, it would be helpful to compare the various sources of mortality with respect to OFL
levels. Also, tables that present data on Tanner crab bycatch should clearly indicate whether they
represent males only or both sexes combined.
6. The document should describe observer sampling procedures for Tanner crabs with respect to
size and sex. Methods used to estimate male-only bycatch estimates should be described in the
text.
7. During NMFS surveys, hybrid crabs (resulting from snow-Tanner crab mating) are estimated
separately, whereas ADF&G counts hybrids with Tanner-like characteristics as Tanner crab. To
the extent practicable, catches of hybrid crabs should be deducted from Tanner crab catch
statistics. If this is not possible, the document should describe the relative contribution of hybrids
to the total reported catches.
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C-4(e) Crab modeling workshop
Diana Stram (NPFMC) introduced the Bering Sea crab modeling workshop held on February 16-18, 2011
at the Alaska Fisheries Science Center in Seattle. The purpose of the workshop was to bring together
researchers on crab assessment, modeling, and biology to make recommendations for improvements to
stock assessment models of snow crab, Tanner crab, and Pribilof red and blue king crab. A response to
the CIE review of Bristol Bay red king crab was also given. Steve Martell (Univ. British Columbia)
chaired the workshop and presented to the SSC a summary report of the workshop discussions and
recommendations. For each species group, separate sections of the report gave background and
objectives, technical issues, short-term recommendations, and long-term recommendations. Public
testimony was provided by Edward Poulsen (Alaska Bering Sea Crabbers) and Ed Richardson (Pollock
Conservation Cooperative).
Eastern Bering Sea Tanner Crab
A considerable portion of the crab modeling workshop was devoted to a review of the stock assessment
model for the Tanner crab stock in the eastern Bering Sea. The objective of the modeling is to improve
the stock assessment for Tanner crab such that this stock can be moved from Tier 4 to Tier 3 for purposes
of setting OFLs and ACLs. Progress in the development of a stock assessment model for Tanner crab
since the modeling workshop was presented by Lou Rugulo and Jack Turnock (NMFS-AFSC). According
to the current schedule, the SSC would review the full model in June following review by the Crab Plan
Team in May 2011.
The SSC commends the stock assessment scientists on their recent progress on Tanner crab. Considerable
work has been completed since the February workshop. Pursuant to workshop recommendations, recent
changes include: (1) removal of 1969-1973 survey data from the analysis owing to concerns about spatial
coverage and other technical issues, (2) changes in the coding of the growth transition matrix, including
the number of size bins, (3) changes in how the likelihood is estimated, (4) changes in how recruitment is
handled in the model, (5) creation of two selectivity periods based on gear change (1974-1981, estimated
with a 3-parameter logistic, and 1982 onwards, informed by catchability based on the underbag study of
Somerton and Otto), and including estimates of growth obtained by fitting models to Tanner crab growth
data from Kodiak. Collectively, these changes have resulted in noted improvements in model fits,
however much work remains to be done and the current model is not yet ready for use in stock
assessment or stock rebuilding analysis.
The SSC supports the short- and long-term recommendations from the modeling workshop with just a
few changes. First, the recommendation to develop a spatial model should be a long-term
recommendation. Likewise, changes in management (e.g., rationalization) or fleet behavior that may help
explain residuals should be considered, but any resulting structural model changes may need to be
deferred to later. Finally, if time is available, the SSC supports a modified non-consensus
recommendation to conduct a prospective analysis by successively dropping starting years up to 1981 so
that the final model comparison would consider survey data from 1982 onwards; 1982 was chosen as the
current survey gear has been used since that time. The goal of this analysis would be to assess the
sensitivity of model fits to inclusion of the early data. Regardless of whether this analysis can be
conducted by May, this prospective analysis will become important for subsequent considerations of
biological reference points and their sensitivity to the early data.
In addition to recommendations resulting from the workshop, the SSC offers the following additional
recommendations:
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To better judge the integrity of data from the early years of the fishery, the SSC encourages a
more thorough examination of information about these early years. Many old reports talk about
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“Tanner crab” but actually address Chionoecetes spp. It is important to carefully scrutinize these
early reports to assure that the data associated with Tanner crab (Chionoecetes bairdi) are
correctly assigned. In addition to species identification, there are some concerns about the
accuracy of catch records attributed to Tanner crab landings, especially from the foreign crab
fisheries in the EBS during the early years of the fishery.


As raised by the SSC in the October 2010 report, the assessment should consider the degree to
which hybrid crabs (resulting from Tanner-snow crab mating) may affect the assessment. The
SSC understands that hybrids are counted as “hybrids” during NMFS trawl surveys, but that
ADF&G counts hybrids with certain morphological features (Tanner crab-like features) towards
the annual catch quota for Tanner crabs. To the extent possible, only true Tanner crabs should
count toward the Tanner crab quota.



Analyses of size at maturity were presented that indicate some cycles, but no trends, in size at
maturity of Tanner crabs in the eastern Bering Sea. Several previous analyses (i.e., Somerton
1981, Otto and Pengilly 2001, Zheng 2008) found spatial and temporal patterns in size at
maturity. As a long-term priority, the SSC recommends further analysis of maturity to determine
whether difference in current versus previous findings are attributable to spatial aggregation in
the current analysis or differences in methodology among studies.



As noted by the assessment authors, current model fits have some very undesirable residual
patterns indicating lack of correct model specification. The SSC recommends detailed
examination of residuals for insights about their causes. For instance, the SSC recommends
comparing cycles in size at maturity for males and females with each other and with cyclical
residuals in model fits to survey area-swept estimates. Model and survey estimates of abundance
for both males and females cycle among over- and under-estimation. Also, examination of
residuals in size frequencies may provide better insights about how the model is handling data
conflicts among size, abundance, and other data.



The SSC appreciates current efforts to address questions raised about natural mortality in the
model. Primary concerns addressed whether immature crabs experience higher natural mortality
(e.g., see Somerton 1981) and whether females have higher mortality rates than males.
Assumptions about Tanner crab mortality are largely derived from snow crab. Recent analyses by
Ernst, Armstrong, Orensanz and Burgos indicate a maximum life span of 11.5-14.5 years for
female Tanner crab in the EBS. Males likely live a few years longer; the maximum age of any
male sampled from Bonne Bay, Newfoundland, by Comeau et al. (1998) was 19 years. A
workshop recommendation was to estimate M internally in the model. Also, assessment authors
indicated a desire to explore incorporation of crab predation estimates into natural mortality
estimates to recognize large changes in the crab predator field since the late 1970s. The SSC also
looks forward to this longer term analysis.



The SSC understands that the Alaska Board of Fisheries approved changes in size limits for
Tanner crabs east and west of 166 °W. The size limit was dropped to 4.8” (122 mm CW) east of
166 W and 4.4” west of 166 W. However, the industry will retain crabs above 5.5” east of 166
and 5” west of 166. In the absence of data on the implications of these changes in the selectivity
curve, Assessment authors proposed to shift the current fishery selectivity curve to smaller sizes
to approximate the implications of this management change on catches after consultation with
ADF&G on their intended implementation of the Board’s decision. The SSC supports this
practical approach until new data are collected after implementation of the new size limits,
allowing new selectivity curves to be estimated.
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Finally, the SSC recommends examining the cooperative survey data collected in 2010 to
determine whether it provides useful information on selectivity for comparison with the previous
underbag experiment.

Pribilof Islands Red and Blue King Crab (and Implications for St. Matthew Island Blue King Crab):
A preliminary 4-stage assessment models for Pribilof Island red and blue king crab were reviewed during
the workshop. The workshop report highlighted issues with these models that relate to model
initialization using survey data, code documentation and discontinuous objective function.
Workshop participants recommended that the existing model should not be used until it is fully
documented and the code itself is peer reviewed by an independent expert who is familiar with ADMB
and non‐linear parameter estimation. The SSC concurs with this conclusion.
Workshop participants made four short-term recommendations relating to treatment of post-recruits and
recruits, simplification of models growth increment matrix, model documentation and consistency
between stocks. The SSC agrees with these recommendations and encourages the stock assessment
authors to move forward to address these issues. However, the SSC expresses some concern about the
workshop recommendation to collapse post-recruits and recruits into one category so that the CSA model
would become 3-stage instead of 4-stage. Estimates of recruits and post-recruits result from direct
measurements of size and shell condition and include the highest quality data available from the survey
and the only data available from commercial fishery. On the other hand, the two pre-recruit stages must
be estimated based on size measurements, as well as estimates of molting probabilities and growth
increments, both of which are estimated with error. The SSC would like to see results from both 3- and 4stage CSA models prior to any change in assessment methodology.
The highest priority should be placed on the workshop recommendations that encourage authors to
carefully examine the assessment model equations, ensure constants are correct and documented and that
the objective function is appropriate. Since directed fisheries for Pribilof red and blue king crab are
closed, the most urgent issue is to document the model parameterization for St. Matthew blue king
crab. This will ensure that the model provides an appropriate basis for OFL and ACL/ABC
specifications. As a precaution against the possibility that the CPT does not approve use of the
CSA model for St. Matthews blue king crab, the SSC requests that the authors also estimate
biological reference points based on survey biomass or some other index of abundance.
Bristol Bay Red King Crab
This was a brief report at the workshop on the stock assessment authors’ response to a CIE review of the
stock assessment model for Bristol Bay red king crabs. The authors have been making progress to address
the CIE comments.
Snow Crab
The main issue for the current snow crab assessment concerns incorporation of information into the
model from a cooperative field study of gear selectivity between BSFRF and AFSC in 2009 and 2010
(see SSC report, February 2011). Workshop participants examined the study results in depth and provided
suggestions on alternative analyses, including averaging 2009 and 2010 results and fitting a mixed effects
linear model. Snow crab assessment scientist Jack Turnock (AFSC) presented preliminary results of an
analysis which incorporated the experimental results directly into the stock assessment model. Workshop
participants were not satisfied with the preliminary results, because, counterintuitively, the 2010
selectivity curve increased dramatically at larger crab sizes, which were poorly represented in the data
(also noted by the SSC in their report). Suggestions were made for alternate selectivity curves and
inclusion of an availability parameter.
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Since the workshop, the stock assessment analyst has continued to develop the model and presented new
results at this SSC meeting. He examined 3- and 6-parameter logistic curves and a 23-parameter smoothpenalty function, and included an additional parameter for availability. The resulting selectivity curves
were promising, except there was still a hump in male selectivity at small crab sizes using the smoothing
approach. Because natural mortality and selectivity are often confounded, assessment author explored the
use of higher natural mortality on immature crabs. The likelihood was maximized for values of immature
male natural mortality between 0.35 and 0.40, compared to the standard male mortality of 0.23. This also
smoothed out the hump and made the curve look more like a logistic curve. The SSC is pleased with the
progress that has been made but suggests that immature mortality should be estimated internally in the
model. The SSC also notes that the assessment author has followed the spirit of SSC recommendations
from February. For the May-June crab meetings, the SSC is supportive of the approach of
incorporating the experimental data directly into the assessment model, instead of outside the
model as the SSC suggested in February.
The SSC notes that there are other suggestions contained in our June 2010 and October 2010 reports that
still might be useful. These suggestions include estimation of natural mortality for females and mature
males, bivariate distributions of catchability and natural mortality, and sensitivity studies of population
parameters and reference points to various model components.
In the long term, the SSC recommends that crab researchers pursue further analysis of the
experimental data. This leads to two recommendations that are concisely stated in the workshop report
as short-term recommendation 2 (developing a logical scheme to combine the 2009 and 2010 data) and
long-term recommendation 1 (developing a negative binomial mixed effects model). This work could
help validate the selectivity estimates from the stock assessment model and provide further understanding
of the factors affecting selectivity.
C-5(b) Fishing effects on crab essential fish habitat
The SSC received a presentation by Diana Evans (NPFMC) and Bob Foy (NMFS-AFSC) on a discussion
paper entitled "The evaluation of adverse impacts from fishing on crab essential fish habitat." Public
testimony was provided by Jon Warrenchuk (Oceana). The SSC appreciates the concise summary of
available information for assessing habitat effects on red king crab (RKC) in Bristol Bay. The detailed
information provided in the oral presentation should be incorporated into any future updates of the
discussion paper.
The main concerns identified in the presentation relate to the potential importance of larval release points
as inferred from the distribution of spawning and breeding females, the distribution of these females in
heavily trawled nearshore areas on the north side of the Alaska Peninsula, and the distribution of early
juvenile stages (post-settlement). Larval release points are important because they affect drift trajectories
and settlement into suitable nursery areas. The distribution of spawning and breeding females occurs in
nearshore areas that are poorly sampled by the annual bottom trawl survey, in particular to the SW and W
of Amak Island. Some of these areas have experienced increased trawling intensity in recent years, in
spite of an overall decrease in trawling intensity in the SE Bering Sea. Finally, the distribution of juvenile
red king crab is of concern because it extends well beyond the current no-trawl areas that were put in
place to protect this life stage (Bristol Bay Trawl Closure Area and RKC Savings Area).
Population-level effects related to these concerns are poorly understood, but it has been hypothesized that
trawling in SW Bristol Bay may affect recruitment success, and hence the productivity of RKC in Bristol
Bay (including reference points). Because of these concerns, and the associated uncertainties, the SSC
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agrees with the author's recommendation to modify the conclusions about effects of fishing on EFH in the
2005 EFH EIS.
To address concerns over population-level effects of fishing on recruitment, the SSC recommends
that the Crab Plan Team review the basis for the current baseline used to determine productivity of
RKC (1995-2010). In particular, if fishing has contributed to the decline in RKC recruitment after the
1970s, the recent baseline period may not be representative of the productivity of the stock.
To resolve some of the uncertainties about effects of fishing on RKC, the SSC recommends that
research on the effects of habitat modifications on spawning and breeding females, particularly in
nearshore areas, and on the implications for larval drift patterns and settlement receive a high
priority. Such research could include:






Pop-up tagging studies to identify larval release locations as described in the discussion paper.
Retrospective analyses of existing data, in particular any information on nearshore abundance and
distribution of females (e.g., OCSEAP, AKMAP), and larval stages (PROBES, Inner Front
Program, see Ken Coyle for data).
A summary of available information on the importance of structural habitat to juvenile growth
and predation (e.g., Ph.D. dissertation by Jodi Pirtle, UAF) to improve understanding of the links
between productivity and habitat type and availability.
Development of a larval drift model (e.g., IBM) for red king crab.
Exploring temperature as a covariate may help to sort out differences in the overlap between
trawl activity and RKC spatial distribution between warm and cold years.

In addition to the effects of fishing, an updated discussion paper may include a description of cumulative
effects on RKC habitat from potential oil & gas development in Bristol Bay, potential mining in the
Bristol Bay watershed, and climate change and ocean acidification.
C-6 GOA Pacific cod jig fishery management - Initial review/Final Action to revise GOA Pacific
cod jig fishery management
Jeannie Heltzel (NPFMC) presented details from the Regulatory Impact Review (RIR) and Environmental
Assessment (EA) for alternatives dealing with Pacific cod jig fisheries relative to Guideline Harvest Limit
(GHL) state management in the GOA. There was no public testimony.
The document was clear and concise about the impacts of the proposed alternative. There are several
substantive considerations and edits that should be addressed. In particular, many of the figures in Tables
2-3 through 2-5 appear to be inconsistent. Also, several table numbers do not agree with those reported in
the text. More significantly, the document lacks a discussion of the extent to which this action would
affect pot operators who stand to lose rollover GHL if the jig sector takes more of their allotment of
Pacific cod in the GOA. The document acknowledges that impacts may exist, but there is no information
to determine the likely economic and operational implications of these impacts.
The EA finds reduced risks and no significant adverse impacts on fish and other species based on
speculation that the action will reduce fishing in inshore waters, but there is little justification for this
conclusion. Given that the stated goal of the proposed action is to increase Pacific cod harvest
opportunities for the jig sector is not a certaint that all of the increase will be in offshore waters.
This is one of those occasional actions where the Status Quo differs from the No Action Alternative.
Under MSA and other applicable law, the No Action Alternative, and not the ‘status quo’, is the
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appropriate baseline (i.e., Alternative 1), against which action alternatives should be compared. The draft
should be revised to make this comparison.
Because the Council proposes to take initial and final action on this measure at this meeting, there is the
technical problem that the IRFA cannot be completed until after the Council formally adopts a preferred
alternative. The result is a somewhat confused and inadequate RFAA. However, with relatively modest
revisions and supplemental impact descriptions associated with roll-overs, this draft could be made fully
compliant with E.O12866 and the Regulatory Flexibility Act. Specific edits were provided by the SSC to
the analyst.
The SSC concludes that the document is acceptable for public review/final action at this meeting.
D-1 Scallop Fishery Management – Review Scallop SAFE
Diana Stram (NPFMC) and Scott Miller (NMFS-AKR) presented the Scallop Plan Team (SPT) report on
the Scallop SAFE. No public testimony was provided.
The SSC previously reviewed the SAFE document in April 2010 and alternatives for implementing ACLs
in October 2010. Several of the SSCs comments were addressed in the 2011 SAFE document. It was
indicated that the following SSC comments will be addressed in 2012:




Review of stock boundaries using the format contained in the stock structure report.
Development of standardized surveys for other areas.
Presentation of camera sled biomass estimates for seven regions where this technology has been
deployed.
Given the reliance on CPUE as an index of abundance, the SSC requested an evaluation of the
difference in dredge selectivity between fishing regions including an analysis of the influence of
bottom type on catch efficiency.



The SSC feels that these issues are important and looks forward to receiving this information next year.
Regarding the structure of the SAFE, the SSC has the following comments. Section 1.4 should include a
general discussion of the issue of weak meats as it affects the stock and economics of the fishery. The
Economic section should be moved to the end of the document. The ACL Section 2.10 should be moved
to the section on Management (2.1) and focus on the recommendation for the upcoming 2011/12 fishing
season. Annual total catch and ACL should be added to Table 2-4. A summary catch table based on
appropriate management sub-units should be assembled to evaluate management by sub-area.
In addition to these structural changes, the SSC identified the following general issues:






Discards for the 2008/09 and 2009/10 seasons are shown in tables; however the tables should
clarify whether the 20% discard mortality has been applied to the estimates. In addition, showing
the discard weight and catch in the same weight type (round or shucked weight) or providing an
additional column with the converted weights for the discards would be useful for comparison.
The SSC notes that local and traditional knowledge may be a useful source of information to
assess the historical incidence of weak meats.
Catch recorded in round weights should include the conversion information used to estimate
weight.
The ecosystem section should be expanded to include impacts of ocean acidification and dredging
effects.
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The SSC was informed that only preliminary catch estimates will be available to assess
management performance relative to the ACL. This issue should be discussed with the ADF&G
to identify whether catch estimates can be finalized on a shorter time frame.
While the definitions of OFL and ACL have been established by the NPFMC, the SSC
encourages the SPT to continue to explore other methods for estimating biological reference
points including Productivity Susceptibility Analysis (PSA), or Depletion-Corrected Average
Catch (DCAC), as an example.

The SSC offers the following stock specific comments:






Table 3-3 shows the scallop density in the west bed was lowest on record in 2010 and has been
declining for the past four years. In addition, this region was impacted by weak meats (2.5% in
the west bed and 5.8% in the east bed). In response, the PWS West bed region was closed in
2009 and 2010/11.
The SSC requests that a table similar to Table 3-4 be developed for the west bed.
Confirm biomass estimates found in Table 3-3. There appears to be a problem with transposing
values associated with different values of q.
Overall trends in PWS, shown in Figure 3-5 may indicate the beds are being fished down. The
SSC requests that the SPT discuss what level of depletion is sustainable.

The SSC recognizes that the Council passed a motion in October 2010 to amend the Scallop FMP to
establish annual catch limits for scallops; however, the Secretary of Commerce has not yet approved the
FMP amendment. Assuming that the FMP will be amended to reflect the Council’s motion, the amended
FMP would redefine the overfishing limit (OFL) and establish an acceptable biological catch (ABC)
control rule and statewide annual catch limit (ACL). The OFL would be redefined to include all
estimated sources of fishing mortality and to establish an OFL of 1.29 million pounds of shucked
meats. The ABC and ACL would equal 90% of the re-estimated OFL.
The SSC anticipates that an FMP amendment to implement the Council’s October 2010 motion will be
approved before the close of the 2011-12 scallop fishing season, at which time the FMP will include an
ABC control rule and statewide annual catch limit. Accordingly, the SSC recommends that the
Council establish an ABC of 1.161 million pounds of shucked meats for the statewide weathervane
scallop stock for the 2011-12 scallop fishing season, consistent with the control rule set forth in the
Council’s motion. Assuming the FMP is amended to reflect the Council’s motion, this would result in an
ACL of 1.161 million pounds of shucked meats for the 2011-12 fishing season.
The economic assessment contained within the draft was succinct. The inclusion of the inflation adjusted
real price series makes a very nice and informative contribution to the analysis. It would be advisable and
appropriate to explicitly note that references to revenues are gross estimates and that all initial sales of
scallops, whether fresh or frozen are post-primary processing transactions. That is, the landed product is
(presumably) only shucked meats. To the extent practical, the SSC recommends that additional economic
data be provided, possibly in an appendix. Examples of potentially useful data include port landings, crew
size and wages.
The SSC has the following minor editorial comments:
Endnote b, attached to Table 1-1, requires further explanation. There also appears a set of sentences,
bottom of page 22, that seem to contradict one another and this should be fixed. In Table 1-1, the column
headings “Average Price/lb” and “Adjusted Price” should be changed to “Nominal Average Price/lb” and
“Real Average Price/lb”, respectively. The table should contain a footnote documenting the source of the
inflation factor. The SSC has also identified a number of edits, minor errors, and typos that will be
communicated directly to the authors.
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D-2 (a) Halibut PSC discard EFP
Todd Loomis of the North Pacific Fisheries Foundation (NPFF) presented findings from an EFP to study
the description and estimation of discard mortality of Pacific halibut in Bering Sea non-pelagic trawl
fisheries. Gregg Williams (IPHC) also provided a description of the standard IPHC discard mortality
assessment protocol and basis for the discard mortality rates applied to the assessment.
The basic design of the 2009 and 2010 experiments was to compare discard mortality as determined from
the standard IPHC and recently developed RAMP (reflex action mortality predictor) assessment
protocols. The study was also designed to develop a mortality curve for the RAMP assessment and
investigate environmental and fishing-related factors affecting mortality of halibut discards.
The SSC appreciates the work of NPFF and IPHC in conducting these experiments and understands the
complexities and difficulties in development of mortality predictors in a working fisheries environment.
While no additional studies are planned, the SSC offers the following observations from the current study
and recommendations for future work on this topic. The study showed that the RAMP protocol can be
successfully utilized in a working fishery environment. However it did not achieve all of the stated
objectives. Difficulties with small sample size (n = 11) during the 2009 study and lack of halibut samples
from all categories of RAMP protocols during 2010 prevented full development of a RAMP curve and an
analysis of factors that can affect discard mortality rate in halibut. Assessments of total mortality from
RAMP and IPHC protocols were comparable during the 2010 study although the majority of fish were
initially assessed as having a high probability of mortality. We suggest that the EFP report include a table
of observed mortality rate by individual RAMP and IPHC assessment category, and investigate and
identify individual RAMP categories that were most indicative of mortality. Future studies should
consider using a longer holding period (the current study used a 3-day period) to more closely resemble
the results of the long-term tagging data used to develop the IPHC discard mortality rates. Controlling for
length of fish and potentially important environmental variables (e.g., temperature) should also be
considered. The initial assessment protocol (IPHC vs. RAMP) used on each fish should be randomized or
alternated to control for reduction in reflex reactions that can occur rapidly during the assessment process.
These types of experiments would best be conducted on a research vessel dedicated to development of
discard mortality rates where sample sizes can be increased and the aforementioned controls
implemented.
D-2(c) Review draft salmon excluder EA/EFP
Mary Grady (NMFS-AKR) presented the draft Environmental Assessment (EA) for issuing an exempted
fishing permit for testing a salmon excluder device in the eastern Bering Sea. John Gauvin (Gauvin and
Associates LLC) gave an overview of the planned testing and current development stage of a salmon
excluder device. There was no public testimony.
This EFP would allow for further improvement of the Chinook salmon excluder design developed in
earlier studies and evaluate and/or modify to improve Chum salmon escapement. The experiment would
be conducted from fall 2011 through fall 2012. The proposed action is not expected to have any
significant impacts. The SSC commends the investigators for their efforts in testing and developing gear
modifications significantly reducing PSC rates in the pollock fishery. The EA appears to be complete and
the application is well-written. The SSC suggests that the investigators consider more formalization of
recording conditions surrounding net deployment to better understand factors influencing net performance
relative to salmon bycatch. The SSC recommends the Council approve the EFP application.
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Attachment 5

Enforcement Committee Minutes
March 29, 2011
Hilton Hotel, Anchorage, AK
Committee present: Roy Hyder (Chair), LT Anthony Kenne, Martin Loefflad, Ken Hansen, Dr. James
Balsiger, Sherrie Myers, Stefanie Moreland, Jonathan Streifel, and Jon McCracken (staff)
Others present: Jane Dicosmo, Jeannie Heltzel, Diana Evans, Diana Stram, Galen Tromble, Melanie
Brown, Will Ellis, and Chris Oliver
___________________________________________________________________________________

C‐2

Halibut/sablefish hired skipper

Jane DiCosimo, Council staff, provided a brief overview of the public review analysis on the
halibut/sablefish hired skipper currently under consideration by the Council. The purpose of this action
would be to narrow the restrictions for initial recipients of quota share to use a hired master to harvest
their IFQs in all areas where hired skippers are allowed.
Since the Enforcement Committee does not see any new enforcement issues associated with the hired
skipper proposed action that was not noted at the February 2011 meeting, the Committee has no new
recommendations.

C‐3(b) GOA Chinook Salmon Bycatch Control Measures
Galen Tromble, NMFS staff, provided an overview of the monitoring and enforcement section of the
initial review analysis on GOA Chinook salmon bycatch control measures currently under consideration
by the Council. The Council has determined that Chinook salmon bycatch levels in 2010 were
unacceptably high, and has developed an amendment package to reduce the risk of high bycatch levels in
the future.
Although current observer sampling at the plant level is adequate for monitoring the proposed action, it
was noted during the presentation, that the agency, through outreach, is planning to work with processing
plants to improve sorting at the shoreside processors. Weekly calls currently being conducted to discuss
the implementation of Amendment 91 will be useful in implementing the proposed program in the GOA.
The use of outreach rather than the regulatory process to improve sorting at the plants will allow the
proposed action to continue on its projected time line for implementation. If in the future, issues arise
with the sorting of salmon bycatch in the plants, these issues could be addressed at a later time through
future action. Given these reasons, the Enforcement Committee concurs with NMFS recommendation to
pursue outreach with shore plants rather than through regulations to improve sorting at the shoreside
processors.
The Committee also spent time discussing issues surrounding full retention of salmon under the proposed
action. Current regulations require vessel operators to discard PSC salmon. In practice this is rarely
feasible. For the pollock fishery it is common for vessel operators to retain most salmon because of the
operational characteristics where large volumes of pollock are brought aboard and rapidly stowed in
below-deck tanks, thus effective at-sea sorting of salmon is not practical. When an observer is aboard,
vessels are required to allow for sampling by an observer before discarding prohibited species though the
sample sizes tend to be very small, again for practical reasons. The standard practice is for the entire
observed delivery to be sorted at the offIoad to get a total salmon count. It was noted that NMFS will
have no way of verifying that full retention of salmon has occurred on unobserved vessels, therefore
1

NMFS will not be modifying their protocols for unobserved deliveries, but will focus on data quality and
timeliness for the observed catches. Recognizing the differences between current regulatory requirements
and existing practices in this fishery and the benefit of a uniform policy towards retention of salmon, the
Enforcement Committee recommends full retention of all salmon is included in the proposed action.
The Committee noted that lessons learned in addressing deck loads in the Bering Sea pollock fishery will
be applicable in the implementation of the proposed GOA Chinook salmon bycatch action.
The Committee also spent time discussing the potential timeline associated implementing increased
observer coverage under this proposed action with implementation of the restructured observer program.
NMFS anticipates the proposed observer coverage for the less than 60’ LOA GOA pollock trawl fleet
through the restructured observer program is between 6 to 18 months after an assumed mid-2012
implementation of this proposed action. In its discussion, the Committee recognized that various aspects
of the restructured observer program could be impacted should observer coverage to vessels less than 60
feet be implemented with this proposed action, thus potentially competing for the same staff resources
dedicated to the restructured observer program. The Committee also noted that implementing observer
coverage requirements under this proposed action followed closely by implementation of the restructured
observer program could result in a great deal of confusion for the industry. Given these impacts, the
Committee agreed that if implementation date of the restructured observer program was within 6 months
of implementation of this proposed action, there is an advantage to delaying increased observer coverage
for the less than 60’ catcher vessel fleet until implementation of the restructured observer program.
However, if the timeline between the implementation of the proposed action and the restructured observer
program is closer to 18 months, the Committee agreed that the benefit of Chinook observer data for the
Western GOA less than 60’ catcher vessel pollock fleet during those 18 months would likely outweigh
the disadvantages of implementing increased observer coverage under this proposed action prior to
implementing the restructured observer program.
Finally, the Committee doesn’t find any safety concerns with this proposed action with the exception of
the need to do safety inspections for the expanded observer coverage for the less than 60’ catcher vessels
under this proposed action. The Committee noted that with the expansion of the observer program to the
new fleet and as the GOA fleets approach Chinook bycatch limits, there is the potential for data bias and
harassment of observers. While we expect the majority of the fleet will comply with the regulations and
cooperate with observer requirements, due diligence will be necessary to ensure staff are dedicated to
address safety of observers and any data bias/ harassment issues that arise. In addition, the Committee
recommends that outreach occur to the less 60’ catcher vessel fleet to provide guidance with observer
requirements.

C‐5

Revise GOA Pacific Cod Jig Fishery Management

Jeannie Heltzel, Council Staff, provided an overview of the proposed action to open Federal waters to
directed fishing for Pacific cod with jig gear concurrent with the State of Alaska Guideline Harvest Limit
(GHL) fishery for Pacific cod in the GOA. Catches in Federal waters would accrue to the State jig GHL,
which is specified as a percentage of the GOA Pacific cod ABC. Jig gear was recently exempted from the
Limited License Program (LLP) requirement in the GOA subject to gear limits.
The Committee noted that the proposed action would likely provide a benefit by reducing enforcement
monitoring of jig vessels (following closure of federal waters) since Federal waters would remain open
to directed fishing for Pacific cod with jig gear concurrent with the State of Alaska Guideline Harvest
Limit (GHL) fishery in the GOA. In the past, once the parallel fishery closed and the GHL fishery
opened, enforcement routinely monitored jig vessel activity to ensure vessels did not stray into Federal
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waters. The Committee noted that jig vessels fishing in the State GHL fishery and operating in Federal
waters during this period will be required to carry all Federally mandated safety gear.
The Committee also spent time discussing some of the challenges of applying State of Alaska fishery
regulations in Federal waters that may be necessary under this proposed action. For example, the State
utilizes exclusive registration for purposes of fishery management, so a State water vessel has to select, on
an annual basis, to fish in either the Cook Inlet area or the Kodiak area and cannot participate in the other
area for the remainder of the year. The committee presumes vessels fishing in federal waters under this
action would be registered for the state GHL fishery. The Committee noted that interaction between State
and Federal regulations will be necessary under this proposed action.

C‐6(c) Pribilof BKC Rebuilding Plan
Given there is no additional enforcement or safety issues association with final action on Pribilof
Island blue king crab rebuilding plan, the Council reiterates its December 7, 2010 comments on
this issue which are provided below.
The Enforcement Committee focused their attention on the potential for having two different
rules for trawling in proposed closures. It was noted that Options 2a, 3a, and 4a, which would
prohibit all groundfish fisheries which have contributed to PIBKC bycatch, are determined by
gear and target and therefore would allow for the possibility of different trawl rules in the
proposed closure area. In general, with respect to closed area enforcement, the more exceptions
there are to closed areas, the more problematic for enforcement. This is especially true when an
exception allows pelagic trawling while prohibiting non pelagic trawling. Although VMS is
currently required in these fisheries, VMS it is not a tool that can be used to differentiate gear
types. In addition, an aircraft can easily differentiate between a trawl, pot, and longline vessel,
but cannot differentiate between vessels operating pelagic and non-pelagic trawl gear. This
requires an at-sea boarding. In summary, the Enforcement Committee recommends the analysis
clearly analyze the monitoring and enforcement issues involved in enforcing the regulations that
allow different trawl rules within area closure.

Future Agenda Items and Review of the Three Meeting Outlook
No Enforcement Committee meeting in June.
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Ecosystem Committee Minutes
Tuesday, March 29, 2011 1-4pm
NPFMC conference room, Old Federal Building, Anchorage, AK
Committee: Stephanie Madsen (chair), Bill Karp, Dave Fluharty (teleconference), Jim Ayers
(teleconference), Jon Kurland (teleconference), Diana Evans (staff)
Others attending included: Matt Eagleton, John Olson, Sarah Ellgen, Bob Foy
EFH Omnibus Amendments
The Committee heard an update from staff on the changes that have been made to the public review draft
of the EFH Omnibus Amendment package. Mr Kurland provided a brief summary of the NMFS letter
recommending action on the Council’s EFH actions. The Committee acknowledges the sustained good
work by Council, Alaska Region, and Alaska Fishery Science Center staff in shepherding this conclusion
to the EFH 5-year review. The Committee notes that the analysis is ready for decision-making and
recommends that the Council move forward with final action on each of the actions identified in the
omnibus amendment. Consistent with the Committee’s recommendation in February, the Committee
encourages the Council not to hold up the omnibus amendment pending further action on the Bristol Bay
red king crab discussion paper (see below).
EFH / Bristol Bay Red King Crab Discussion Paper
The Committee received a presentation from Dr Bob Foy, of the Kodiak Laboratory of the AFSC, on the
discussion paper evaluating the effects of fishing on EFH for Bristol Bay red king crab (BBRKC). The
discussion paper follows up on concerns identified by the Crab Plan Team during the EFH 5-year review
in 2010. The paper, and the additional information included by Dr Foy in his oral presentation, suggest
that there is an area southwest of Amak Island that may be particularly important for rebuilding red king
crab populations, due to the fact that eggs released in this area may have a greater chance of survival
through larval and juvenile life history stages, compared to eggs released in other parts of Bristol Bay.
Trawl fishery interactions with ovigerous female crab in this area may have a disproportionately adverse
effect on the red king crab population.
The Committee recommends that a technical review of a revised discussion paper be undertaken by
the Crab Plan Team and the SSC before the Council initiates an action on this issue. The paper
should be expanded to include the new information discussed in Dr Foy’s oral presentation, which could
be presented at the Crab Plan Team’s May meeting. For the Plan Team’s September meeting, the
discussion paper could be augmented in several ways. Dr Foy noted that survey work is planned for this
summer which may provide more information on the location of juveniles in the nearshore. Further work
could be undertaken to look specifically at bycatch within and around the Red King Crab Savings Area,
and especially to the southwest along the peninsula. Dr Foy is also intending to investigate whether a
larval drift model can be run for red king crab larval release in different locations, which may provide key
information about the importance of the area southwest of Amak Island for red king crab juvenile
survival. The Committee also discussed whether the potential impact of the trawl fishery on crab in this
area is a habitat or a bycatch issue, and recommends that this be further developed in the discussion paper.
Additionally, the Committee recommended that the authors consult with the preparers of the Ecosystem
SAFE report to incorporate information on ecosystem relationships in this area.
The Committee also encourages the SSC and the Council to consider the research needs identified
in the discussion paper in the Council’s annual setting of research priorities in October. The
Committee appreciates the work that has been put into the discussion paper, which highlights a
potentially important issue for Council consideration.

Ecosystem Committee minutes, March 29, 2011
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Future direction on ecosystem issues
The Committee discussed how it might consider some big picture ecosystem issues, and continue to
evaluate the Council’s ecosystem-based management efforts compared to efforts in other arenas. Dr Karp
offered to provide a presentation of interesting and innovative work that is ongoing in Europe, based on
his experience with the ICES Science Committee.
The Committee noted that they would like to revisit discussion about the AI FEP, how it is working, and
what is its current status. In January 2010, the Committee met with the AI FEP Ecosystem Team, and
developed a plan to prepare a presentation on the state of the AI ecosystem and updates to the FEP for the
Council. The Committee proposes getting this work back on track, and on the Council’s schedule.
The Committee is considering scheduling a meeting in the late summer or early fall to address these
issues, as well as to provide continued feedback to the Council on the BBRKC discussion paper.

Ecosystem Committee minutes, March 29, 2011
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Attachment 7

D-2(b) GOA Halibut PSC limits, motion

Purpose and need statement
The GOA Groundfish FMP and NMFS rule making establish a 2,000mt halibut PSC limit for trawl gear
and a 300mt halibut PSC limit for hook and line gear. The FMP authorizes the Council to recommend,
and NMFS to approve, annual halibut mortality limits as a component of the proposed and final
groundfish harvest specifications. Halibut PSC limits are set separately for trawl and fixed gear, which
may be further apportioned by season, regulatory area, and/or target fishery.
Since the existing GOA halibut PSC caps were established, the total biomass and abundance of Pacific
halibut has varied and in recent years the stock has experienced an ongoing decline in size at age for all
ages in all areas. Exploitable biomass has decreased 50% over the past decade. In recent years, the
directed halibut catch limits in the GOA regulatory areas 2C, 3A and 3B have declined steadily. From
2002 to 2011 the catch limit for the combined areas 2C, 3A, and 3B declined by almost 50%. While total
biomass is high, much of this biomass is made up of smaller fish that are more vulnerable than larger fish
to trawl gear.
With the exception of bycatch reductions in the IFQ sablefish fishery, and the Rockfish Pilot Program, the
current bycatch limits have not been revised since 1989 (Amendment 18). Since that time there have been
significant changes in groundfish and halibut management programs and fishing patterns, environmental
conditions, fishing technology, and our knowledge of halibut and groundfish stocks. Halibut is fully
utilized in the directed sport, subsistence and commercial fisheries and is of significant social, cultural
and economic importance to communities throughout the geographical range of the resource. Halibut
PSC allowances are also critical to the prosecution of many groundfish fisheries operating in the GOA.
The GHL for the charter sector in 2C has declined from 1,432,000 to 788,000 net pounds in the last 5
years, and progressively restrictive management measures have been implemented to keep this sector
within its GHL.
Recognizing the significant decline in exploitable biomass, the uncertainties about current halibut stock
dynamics and the effect of current bycatch levels, the Council acknowledges a need to evaluate existing
halibut PSC limits and consider reductions.
Alternatives for analysis
The Council directs staff to prepare the necessary analytical document to consider a reduction in GOA
halibut PSC limits, through the 2012/2013 specifications process. The reductions in halibut PSC limits
that were set in the Rockfish Program, but not removed from the 2,000mt PSC cap will be taken off the
top, and there will be no further reductions in the Rockfish Program through this action. This action also
assumes that a pro-rata adjustment will be made to seasonal apportionments for the trawl PSC limit
(except under the suboption for Alternative 2, Option 2).
Alternative 1: Status quo
Alternative 2: PSC limit reduction
Option 1: Reduce the halibut PSC limit for hook-and-line gear by
a) 5%.

April 4, 2011

b) 10%.
c) 15%.
Option 2: Reduce the halibut PSC limit for trawl gear by
a) 5%.
b) 10%.
c) 15%.
Suboption: Apply the full trawl PSC limit reduction to the 5th season.

A draft analysis should be available for review by the GOA Plan Team at its August meeting and
provided to the Council for initial review at the Council’s October 2011 meeting to ensure that any PSC
reductions can be considered as part of the Council’s 2012 annual specification process. This analysis
should examine the effects of modifying halibut PSC as detailed in Section 3.6.2.1.1 of the GOA
Groundfish FMP. In addition this analysis should examine the effect of changing GOA PSC limits on the
applicable allocations and sideboard limits under the AFA, Amendment 80, and the proposed Rockfish
Program. The analysis should also examine the implications of Pacific cod sector splits on halibut PSC.
This action should be prepared as an analysis that will be incorporated into the existing harvest
specifications process. However, the Council may determine at Initial Review that it is more appropriate
to proceed with this action as a separate amendment to the annual harvest specifications process that
would modify the 2012 GOA halibut PSC limits.
In the future the Council intends to seek longer term solutions that incorporate halibut bycatch reduction
by all gear types and fisheries in the GOA groundfish fisheries through Groundfish FMP and regulatory
amendment. It is expected that the analysis to reduce halibut PSC limits through the harvest specifications
process will inform Council direction for proceeding with longer term solutions. The Council’s intent is
to work with stakeholders to explore different approaches to halibut bycatch reduction, including
individual accountability and incentive based approaches, that balance the interests of stakeholders and
that provide the tools necessary to meet management and conservation objectives in the halibut and
groundfish fisheries.
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Senator Begich
Addresses Council
The Council members had a chance
to discuss national fishery policy with
Alaska Senator Mark Begich during
his visit to the Council meeting. He
briefly discussed his role on the
Subcommittee of Oceans,
Atmosphere, Fisheries and Coast
Guard. Senator Begich commented
on the visibility of the Arctic, and its
challenges and opportunities.
Senator Begich noted the value of
the Council process, the North
Pacific Council's leadership in
sustainable fisheries management,
and his appreciation for the public
process it provides in fisheries
management decisions.

Capt. Mike Cerne will be retiring
from the USCG after participating
many years in the Council process.
Also moving on is ADM Colvin who
will be replaced by ADM Thomas
th

Ostebo representing the 17 district
USCG. Capt. Greg Saniel will be
joining us at Council meetings. We
look forward to working with them.

NPFMC Newsletter
April 2011

Halibut Actions
In April 2011 the Council approved a change to th e
halibut a nd s ablefish IF Q program to amend the
hired skipper privil eges granted to in dividual a nd
non-individual (corporate) initial recipients of catcher
vessel q uota shares (QS). T he IFQ regulatio ns
would be mo dified to proh ibit the use
of hired
skippers for cla ss B, C, or D h alibut or sab lefish QS
that were tra nsferred after F ebruary 1 2, 2 010. T he
hired skip per p rovision would be reta ined fo r those
QS swept up into blocks after the February 12, 2010
control d ate a nd befor e th e effective date of the
amendment. Initial r ecipients of QS also would b e
allowed to s weep up additional QS un its to the
amounts they hold after the effective date, but these
swept u p bl ocks would not r etain th e hir ed skipper
privilege (i.e., the QS holder must be on board when
the IF Qs are fished). Appli cations for transfer of
QS/IFQ by init ial recipients that were received by
NMFS as of F ebruary 12, 2 010, an d were (or will
be) approved b y RAM after that date, shall b e
allowed for us e b y hir ed ski ppers. T he Co uncil did
NOT change the hired skipper privilege for initial QS
recipients for an y QS h eld as of the cont rol date.
The public review analysis is posted on the Council
website.
The Cou ncil in itiated a nalyses to co nsider r educing
the h alibut prohibited species catch (PS C) lim its
in the Gulf of Alaska for 2 012/2013 thro ugh th e
annual harvest specification process; this action will
require a n environmental assessme nt and
a
regulatory fle xibility a nalysis. Currentl y halibut PSC
limits are set annually at 2,000 mt for trawl gear and
300 mt for fixed gear and the Council is evaluating a

5-15% reduction in the limits. The Council cited both
1) conserv ation of the
halibut resourc e and 2 )
allocation imp acts on com mercial, sp ort, and
subsistence fi sheries as t he purpose for the
proposed ac tion. Amer ican F isheries Act
sideboards, Amendm ent 80 sid
eboards, an d
allocations to the Rockfis h Program in the GOA will
also be co nsidered in th e analysis. T he Cou ncil
would consider 1) redefining those sideboards to be
in spec ific nu mbers (i.e., n umber of mt) or 2)
applying those sideb oards a s a percenta ge of a
reduced halibut PSC limit.
The Counc il also re quested 1) a discussion p aper
that describ es all other in dividual or coo perative
bycatch al location pro grams worldwide an d 2) a
comprehensive F MP/regulatory am endment t o
consider acti ons to reduc e halibut b ycatch b y all
sectors and gear types engaged in GOA groundfish
fisheries for future years. T he discussi on pa per will
be revi ewed i n October alo ng with the P SC limit
analyses. At that time the
Counc il ma y provid e
further d irection for d
evelopment of the
comprehensive amendm ent p ackage. The motion
can be found on the Council website.
The Cou ncil a lso discussed future acti on to a llow
halibut vess el category D quota shar es in Area 4B
to be fished on ca tegory C vessels (known as “ fish
up”). The Co uncil ma y c onsider sch eduling this
coincident with anoth er p roposed actio n that
addresses a p otential Area 4B Community Quota
Entity pr ogram. This ma y occur in e ither October
2011 or December 2011. T he publ ic revie w
analysis is po sted on the Council website. Staff
contact is Jane DiCosimo.

Impacts
on Cod
Trawlers
At its April 2011 meeting, the
Council reviewed a discussion
paper on Bering Sea winter
Pacific cod fishery to determine if
participating American Fisheries
Act (AFA) vessels are adversely
impacting participating non-AFA
trawl catcher vessels. The
Council tasking originated from a
request by the Independent Cod
Trawlers Association, which
includes the fishing vessels Lone
Star, Miss Leona, and
Windjammer. After reviewing the
discussion paper and listening to
public testimony, the Council
opted to take no further action on
this agenda item at this time. The
Council encouraged the parties
involved to work together to
formalize the current practices of
limiting AFA vessels on the winter
cod grounds when Independent
Cod Trawlers Association vessels
are on the cod grounds, and to
the degree possible mitigate some
of the concerns raised by
Independent Cod Trawlers
Association vessels owners. The
Council noted that the winter cod
fishery had an increase in the
number of AFA vessels and a
shortened season, but given the
dynamic nature of the fishery and
the many variables influencing
participation in the fishery , it’s not
clear if there has been economic
harm to the non-AFA trawl catcher
vessels. If competition from AFA
vessels on the winter cod grounds
is significantly harming non-AFA
trawl catcher vessels in the future,
the Council could reconsider its
action on this issue. Staff contact
is Jon McCracken.
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Salmon Bycatch
in the GOA
Pollock Fishery
Following initi al revi ew of a draft ana
lysis for
measures to addr ess Chi nook salmon b ycatch in
the Gulf of Alaska
(GOA) pollock fishery , the
Council adopted a pr eliminary pr eferred alt ernative
for the
analysis. T he preliminary p referred
alternative identifies a pr ohibited sp ecies catch
(PSC) limit o f 22,500 C hinook sa lmon for the
western and central G
OA poll ock fisheri es
combined. This limit would be apportioned between
the t wo areas based o n a combi nation of the
proportional historic p ollock T AC and historic
average Ch inook sa lmon b ycatch, usi ng the tim e
series 2 001-2006 an d 20 08-2009. 200 7 an d 201 0
were dro pped from the time series bec ause these
were abnormally hi gh b ycatch years i n the centra l
and western GOA respecti vely, a nd inclusion of
these years bi ases the apportionment calc ulation.
This calculation results in th e following annual PSC
limit a llowances for the t wo areas; once th e PSC
limit is reached, the p ollock fishery in the respective
area would be closed for the remainder of the year:
Central GOA: 15,816
Western GOA: 6,684
Additionally, t he pr eliminary preferre d a lternative
would implement an interim observer requirement of
30% cover age for tra wl vess els under 60 f t while
directed fishing for pollock in t he central or western
GOA. The int erim re quirement would expire o nce
the observ er restructurin g pr ogram is im plemented
(currently targ eted for Ja nuary 2 013), b ecause tha t
program a lso provides for o bserver cover age o n
vessels under 60 ft. Full re tention of all salmon
would be required by all vessels directed fishing for
pollock, an d NMF S will work with th e in dustry t o
improve observed and extrapolated Chinook salmon
estimates and their timeliness.
Although th e amen dment ana lysis co ntains an
option to allo w a 2 5% over age pr ovision once i n
three years, this opti on was not selecte d b y th e
Council for th eir preliminary preferr ed alternative.
Should the P SC limit reg ulation be imp lemented
mid-year, ho wever, the Council did id entify smaller
central a nd western GOA PS C limits that would be
in pl ace for th e impl ementation year on ly, f or the C
and D pollock seasons. These limits would be 7,710
Chinook sa lmon fo r th e cen tral GOA, a nd 5 ,598
Chinook salmon for the western GOA.

At this meeti ng, the C ouncil was i nformed that
administrative requirements are l ikely t o li mit th e
effectiveness of the prop osed man datory salmon
bycatch c ontrol co operatives ev aluated as
Alternative 3 in th
e i nitial r eview analysis.
Consequently, the Counc il has remov ed this
alternative fro m the ame ndment p ackage. T he
Council noted that a mor e co mprehensive Chinook
salmon b ycatch ame ndment packag e ha s bee n
initiated on a longer tim e track, an d som e of th e
tools av ailable throug h a s almon bycatch control
cooperative m ay be ev aluated i n th e lo nger term
package.
The Counci l h ad co nsiderable disc ussion a bout th e
timing for final action on this issue, and ch ose to
continue with sched uling fin al actio n for the Jun e
Council m eeting in Nom e. T his timin g would al low
(although not requ ire) possi ble impl ementation of
the PSC limits in mid-2012.
As part of the initial rev iew analysis, the Cou ncil
received an u pdate o n NM FS’ current pl ans for
increasing sa mpling of Ch inook s almon c aught a s
bycatch in th e GOA pol lock fisheries. T he Cou ncil
has re quested that th e a gency c larify whether
existing sam pling pr otocols are appropriate for
conducting g enetic a nalysis on th ose s amples to
determine the ir stock of origi n, and r eport back o n
the timelin e fo r develo ping a n estimate of Chin ook
salmon stock compos ition in the GOA
pol lock
fishery bycatch.
The Council ’s motion revisi ng the alter natives for
analysis, an d ide ntifying a prelim inary preferred
alternative, is posted on the Cou ncil website. Staff
contacts are Diana Evans and Mark Fina.

There’s No Place
Like NOME
The Council will hold its June meeting in Nome,
Alaska June 6-14. The AP and SSC will start on
June 6, at Old St. Joe’s Church and Pioneer Hall,
respectively, and the Council will begin June 8 at
the Mini Convention Hall. The agenda will be
available early by late April. Accommodations are
limited, but the Nome Convention and Visitors
Bureau can help you find places to stay around the
town. Please call 907-443-6555 or go to
www.visitnomealaska.com and someone will be
able to help you plan your stay.

Joint Groundfish Plan team Teleconference to Review Proposals for 2011
Pacific Cod Stock Assessment
The BSAI Groundfish Plan Team an d Gulf of Alaska Grou ndfish Plan Team will convene via telec onference
on T uesday, Ma y 17, 1:30 pm (ADT ). The teams will b e revie wing pr oposals for mo del ru ns for GOA an d
BSAI Pacific c od and making recommendations to th e author for th ose that will be reviewed at th e August
2011 Groundfish Plan T eam meeting. Proposed model runs include those by the author, BSAI Plan Team,
GOA Plan T eam, Scie nce and Statistica l Committe e, CIE revi ewers an d th e p ublic. Joi nt Pla n Team
recommendations from this May 2011 meeting will be reviewed by the author with the SSC in June 2011. A
meeting room and co nference lin e will be arranged by the AF SC- Seattle for loca l par ticipants. Meetin g
rooms in J uneau, Kod iak, an d Anch orage may also be c oordinated am ong th ose l ocal partic ipants. The
deadline for proposing models has been extended to April 29 to allow the public an opportunity to consider
the res ults of the CIE revi ews, which ar e anticipated on April 22. Pr oposals are to be su bmitted to Grant
Thompson. Contact Jane DiCosimo for more information.

Observer Advisory
Committee
The Observer Advisor y Committee (OAC) met
March 2 2 to: 1) rece ive an update from N MFS on
the dev elopment of the proposed r ulemaking to
implement the observer res tructuring acti on th e
Council a pproved in October 2010; and 2) discuss
the scope and potential use o f electronic monitoring
(EM) on speci fied smal l boa t sectors that will b e
included in th e observ er re structuring acti on. T he
Council asked the OAC
to evalu
ate the
development of an EM alte rnative suc h that it is
available to s pecified fle ets, if it is determine
d
effective to m eet NMF S’ m onitoring o bjectives, at
the time the restructure d obs erver program is
implemented (scheduled for 2013).
The OAC recommended focusing an initial EM effort
on the 40’ – 60’ longline IFQ sector, recognizing that
information res ulting from the initia l d esign will be
key to p otentially e xpanding EM to other sectors.
The decisi on was b ased on starti ng a limit ed
program for th ose sectors: 1) newly included in the
observer program; 2) in which it would be r elatively
impractical or unsafe to carr y an observer; and 3 )
that are not depe ndent on near re al-time data in
order to ma nage the fishery (e.g., are not subject to
PSC ca ps th at clos e th e fisher y).
Anoth er
significant consideration is that NMFS and the IPHC
do n ot hav e a t-sea disc ard i nformation ass ociated
with the hal ibut fleet, while other small vessel s
operate in fis heries that ha ve larg er vess els that
have been ca rrying observers und er the existing
program an d thus h ave som e leve l of ass ociated
data, al beit n ot specific t o the < 60’ fle et. T he
Council agreed with the direction the OAC proposed
on EM.
The Council also agre ed to f old the OAC i nto the
review process fo r th e an nual sa mpling and
deployment pl an u nder a restructured observer
program, an d the us e of the OAC to
revie w

implementation issues i n the draft prop osed rule i n
September an d provi de rec ommendations to the
Council at its October 2011 meetin g. NMF S’
schedule provides for thes e reviews, with the intent
to publ ish a proposed ru le earl y in 20 12. The
schedule a lso incorpor ates pub lic he arings in AK,
WA, and OR durin g the 45-d ay comment period for
the pr oposed r ule. M eeting details for a Se ptember
OAC meetin g w ill be p osted when available. T he
March OAC re port is o n the Council website; staff
contact is Nicole Kimball.

Crab Modeling
Workshop
An NPFMC-sponsored crab
modeling workshop took place
from February 16-18, 2011 at the
Alaska Fisheries Science Center in
Seattle WA. The over-arching
objective of the workshop was to
give the assessment authors
feedback and recommendations
on the assessment models that
are currently in use for estimating
stock status and reference points.
Assessment models for Bering
Sea Tanner crabs, blue and red
king crabs from the Pribilof
Islands, red king crabs from Bristol
Bay, and selectivity experiments
from the Eastern Bering Sea snow
crab were presented at the
workshop. Discussions about the
data, assessment models, and
interpretation of the results took
place. The majority of the meeting
focused upon review and
development of the Tanner crab

Scallop SAFE Report
The Counc il r eviewed the S tock Assessm ent a nd
Fishery Ev aluation (SAF E) report on the Scal lop
fishery in Al aska. The SAFE report provi des a n
overview of sc allop ma nagement, scall op harvests
and th e status of the re gional weathervane scallop
stocks. Scall op stocks ar e neither ov erfished nor
approaching a n overfish ed c ondition. T he Cou ncil
approved the SAFE report a nd e ndorsed t he SS C
comments and recommendations for inclusion in the
SAFE report for the follo wing year. The Cou ncil
also approved the ABC level for the 2011/12 fishing
year recommended to the Co uncil by the SSC. The
SSC made this recommendation in a nticipation of a
pending ame ndment to the F MP to meet Annual
Catch Limit (ACL) re quirements. T he SSC
recommendation is for a st atewide ABC of 1.161
million l bs of shucke d scall op meats. The State of
Alaska must then e nsure t hat the sum of the
regional GHL levels do not e xceed th is am ount to
prevent harve sts exce eding the state wide ACL.
Beginning i n 2 011/12 al l catc h will accru e to wards
the ACL so
estimated d iscards are a lso bei ng
tabulated i n the ann ual SAF E report. Staff contact
is Diana Stram.

model. The SSC reviewed the
results of the workshop report and
commented on the development of
the Tanner crab model as well as
the workshop recommendations.
The Council moved to support
scheduling of additional NPFMCsponsored crab modeling
workshops to facilitate
development and review of crab
models for assessment purposes.
The Council also requested that
the Crab Plan Team review criteria
for establishing the base years for
reference point determination for
all crab stocks at their upcoming
May meeting and to seek an
additional plan team member with
quantitative stock assessment
experience. Staff contact is Diana
Stram.
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Council
Connections
Heather Fitch, the new Alaska
Department of Fish and Game
BSAI area management biologist
for shellfish and groundfish in
Dutch Harbor has recently been
appointed to the Crab Plan Team.
She will be a valuable part in the
state-federal coordination of the
FMPs and we welcome her to the
process.
Steve MacLean has been hired by
the Council for the position
of protected species
coordinator/fisheries analyst.
Steve is from Barrow, and got his
Master's degree in wildlife and
fisheries science from Texas A&M,
working on bowhead whale
research in the Sea of Okhtosk.
He was previously the Director of
the Polar Marine Program for The
Nature Conservancy.

Impacts on
BBRKC Habitat

EFH Omnibus
Amendment

The Council reviewed a d iscussion paper evaluating
effects of fishing on ess ential fish hab itat (EF H) for
Bristol Ba y r ed king cr ab (BB RKC). T he dis cussion
paper follows up on concerns identified by the Crab
Plan Team during the EFH 5-year review in 2010.

The Council adopted the seven actions contained in
the esse ntial fish hab
itat (EF H) omnib us
amendments, which im plement F MP up dates
resulting from the 2010 EFH 5- year r eview. T he
actions will be FMP amendments only; there are no
regulations that will be changed as a result of these
amendments. The actions are as follows:

The information presented suggests that the re is an
area s outhwest of Amak
Island t hat may be
particularly im portant for re building red ki ng crab
populations, d ue to th e fact that eg gs re leased i n
this area ma y have a gre ater chanc e of surviva l
through larv al and juv enile life histor y stages,
compared to e ggs rel eased i n other parts o f Bristol
Bay. Trawl fishery interactions with ovigerous female
crab in th is a rea ma y h ave a dispr oportionately
adverse effect on the red king crab population.
The Council re quested that the discussi on paper be
expanded, a nd rev iewed by the Crab Pl an T eam.
Additional inf ormation to be incl
uded in the
discussion paper includes an analysis of the efficacy
of existin g red king cra b pr otection ar eas ( i.e., the
Red Ki ng Cr ab Savin gs Are a and th e Ne arshore
Bristol Ba y Trawl Clos ure); the importance of
environmental variables and fishery removals on red
king cr ab d istribution in t he Amak area; an d
cumulative eff ects on re d king cra b h abitat from
other non-fishing activities and climate change. Staff
contact is Diana Evans.

 Action 1 Update BSAI Groundfish FMP species
EFH descriptions
 Action 2 Update GOA Groundfish FMP species
EFH descriptions
 Action 3 Update BSAI King and Tanner Crab
FMP species EFH descriptions
 Action 4 Update Scallop FMP species EFH
description
 Action 5 Update conservation
recommendations for non-fishing
activities affecting EFH in all six
Council FMPs
 Action 6 Change default timing for HAPC
process from 3 to 5 years in all six
Council FMPs
 Action 7 Update research approach for EFH in
all Council FMPs (except Arctic)
For the m ost part, thes e act ions up date th e EF H
descriptions and co nservation recomm endations
contained in the F MPs with ne w information that
was identified in the EF H 5- year rev iew. W ith
respect to the HAPC process, the Council noted that
while the ch ange i n timin g will a llow information
from EF H 5- year rev iews t o be used to ide ntify
HAPC pr iorities, it does n ot precl ude the Cou ncil
from designating HAPC pri orities out of cycle when
appropriate.
In ad dition t o the om nibus actions, ther e are t wo
trailing issu es from the 5- year revie w on which th e
Council may take action at a subsequent meeting. A
new meth odology is be ing revie wed b y th e Alask a
Fisheries Science Center to better delineate EFH for
the marin e life histor y sta ge for all sa lmon s pecies,
and once th e review is com pleted, an am endment
will b e dev eloped for the Cou ncil. T he other trailin g
issue is th e BBRKC disc ussion p aper (see left).
Staff contact is Diana Evans.

Crab protection in the Bering Sea.
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Exempted Fishing Habitat
Permits
Conservation
Area boundary
Salmon EFP
The Council approved a n ap plication from Gauvin
and Ass ociates for an E xempted F ishing Permit
(EFP) to cont inue res earch on s almon excluder
devices in the eastern Beri ng Sea p ollock tra wl
fishery. The EFP
will allow for con tinued
development and improvement of the Chin ook
excluder design developed in earlier studies, and for
evaluation an d/or modific ation of the de sign to
improve esc apement rates for ch um salmon.
Salmon ar e a prohibited sp ecies i n th e gr oundfish
fisheries with ann ual l imits p laced on salm on take n
in the BSAI traw l fis heries. The experim ent will be
conducted fro m fall 20 11 thr ough fall 2 012. A draft
EA from NMFS indic ates n o e xpected si gnificant
impacts from issuing the EFP. Staff contact is Sarah
Melton.

Halibut RAMP EFP Report
The Council r eceived the F inal R eport from the
North Pacific Fishery F oundation (NPF F) on thei r
experiment to exam ine a prop osed met hod of
evaluating discard m ortality of Pac ific h alibut i n
Bering Se a non-pelagic tra wl fi sheries d uring 2 009
and 2010. The IPHC also provided a description of
their sta ndard d iscard mortality assessment
protocol. The basic design of the experiment was to
collect p aired estimates of hali but con dition as
determined from the standard IPHC method and the
reflex action mortality predictor (RAMP) assessment
protocols. The NPF F stud y was als o d esigned to
develop a mortality curve for the RAMP assessment
and inv estigate e nvironmental and fish ing-related
factors affecting mortal ity of halib ut discar ds.
NPFF’s study demonstrated that the RAMP protocol
can b e succe ssfully util ized in a working fisher y
environment, ho wever sam ple size co nstraints
prevented dev elopment of a mortalit y c urve. The
Council thanked NPFF for its research efforts. NPFF
concluded tha t further rese arch o n the RAMP
method ma y best be co nducted o n a r esearch
vessel where sample si zes can be in creased and
the nec essary hali but co nditions o btained. Staff
contact is Sarah Melton.

In July 2007, the Council adopted Amendment 89 to
the BSAI Groundfis h FMP, creating a n umber of
Bering Sea h abitat cons ervation ar eas in which
bottom trawling is prohi bited. One of these areas is
the Nu nivak I sland-Etolin S traits-Kuskokwim Bay
Habitat Co nservation Are a (Nu nivak H CA; see
map). Dur ing the d evelopment of Amen dment 89,
the b oundaries for th
e Nunivak HCA were
developed i n close co nsultation with a working
group co nsisting of industry and t he Ass ociation of
Village C ouncil Preside nts. As part of the Counc il’s
final moti on adopting the closure, the Counc il
agreed to receive a report in four years to review the
boundary li ne developed for t he Nunivak HCA, an d
to consider whether further action is necessary.

Upcoming
meetings
Crab Plan Team:
May 9-13, TSMRI/Lena Point
NOAA Lab, Juneau
Pacific cod modeling
teleconference: May 2011
Groundfish Plan Team Meetings:
AFSC, Seattle
Aug 29 – Sept 2, 2011
November 14 -18, 2011
Observer Advisory Committee
meeting, mid-Sept. Details TBA
Salmon FMP workshop: Details
TBA

The bound ary review is on th e Cou ncil ag enda for
June 2 011. Members of the publ ic will h ave th e
opportunity to inform the C ouncil whether there is
any co nflict co ncerning th e e xisting N univak HCA
boundary. In June, th e Co uncil cou ld c hoose t o
initiate ana lysis of a ne w boundary, take no action,
or re quest further information pr ior t o i nitiating a n
action. Staff contact is Diana Evans.

Nunivak Island-Etolin Strait-Kuskokwim Bay
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Pribilof Islands Blue
King Crab Rebuilding
Plan

the whole Pri bilof District (as opposed to N MFS Area 513 onl y) b y
fishery for presentation to the Council prior to Final action.

The Council r eviewed the p ublic rev iew d raft EA/RIR/IR FA for a
revised rebuilding plan for the Pribilof Islands blue king crab (PIBKC)
stock. The PIBKC stock remains ov erfished. T he purpo se of this
proposed action is to r educe the risk of overfishing the PIBKC stock
by de veloping a n a mended reb uilding plan fo r thi s sto ck in
compliance with the Mag nuson-Stevens Act and th
e nati onal
standard guidelines.

website. Staff contact is Diana Stram.

Five alter natives are co nsidered in this ana lysis. F our of th e
alternatives c onsider time a nd are a cl osures to better pr otect the
PIBKC stock. T he fifth alt ernative co nsiders tri gger c aps and
associated tim e a nd area cl osures in gr oundfish fish eries which
have contributed historically to bycatch of this stock. Alternatives 2-5
retain all of th e current protection measures in place for t he PIBKC
stock and ap ply ad ditional measures as d escribed in th e specific
alternatives an d options. Analysis of the impacts of th ese clos ure
configurations on the rebuilding potential for the PIBKC stock sho ws
limited effect on r ebuilding bet ween the ran ges of a lternative
closures. How ever, the trig ger cap a nd/or closures ma y protect
against an y a dditional catch of this depl eted stock and preven t
overfishing on an annual basis.

On October 1, 201 0, the Co uncil was i nformed b y NMF S that the
Bering Sea T anner cra b ( Chionoecetes bairdi) stock is ov erfished
according to cr iteria in the Fishery Management Plan for th e Bering
Sea/Aleutian Islan ds King a nd T anner crab. This notification was
based on the mo st re cent sto ck assess ment for T anner crabs
indicating that the stock biom ass had d eclined be low its minimum
stock size thr eshold (MSST ).
In order to comply with section
304(e)(3) of the Mag nuson-Steven Act (MSA), the Council
and
NMFS thus have t wo years from t hat notification to d evelop an d
implement a plan to rebuild the overfished Tanner crab stock.

Closures are proposed to apply to either the Pacific cod pot fishery
or to the combin ed gro undfish fisheries which h ave cont ributed to
bycatch of PIBKC (from 200 3-2010) a bove t wo d ifferent thresh old
criteria (>5% of the ABC and > 10% of the ABC). While an ABC has
not yet been established for this stock, in anticipation of an on-going
amendment to establish a n ABC ( and ACL) for all crab stocks, one
was i nferred for this
an alysis c onsistent with th e Co uncil’s
recommended ABC control rule. T he fi sheries which meet the
threshold criter ia are the tra wl fisheries for r ock sole, flath ead so le,
yellowfin sole and other flatfish as well as the Pacific cod hook and
line and pot fisheries.
The Co uncil moved to include a sub- option for th e tri gger ca p
alternative under Option 5d to a nalyse an allocation by gear type of
non-pelagic trawl (40%), Hook and Line (20%) and Pot (4 0%). T he
Council als o requ ested that staff e
xplore using th e a nnual
specifications process for gear allocation of a cap and to d iscuss the
implications of a different, non-allocated cap whereby closures occur
on a thres hold basis (50%, 75%, 90% of the cap) and apply only to
the gear type which has contributed the most in-season towards the
bycatch at each threshold.
Additional c ouncil re quests for the
a nalysis i nclude further
information on the extrapolation procedures for the bycatch accruing
from the less than 100% fleets, and the accounting procedures that
will b e use d in future years for assessi ng b ycatch from the Pribil of
District. The Council requested that staff compile bycatch data from
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Final action is scheduled for October 20 11. The Council will review
bycatch d ata from the e ntire Pribilof District b y fis hery as available
and make any necessary analytical modifications for the a nalysis at
the June Council meeting. The full motion is posted on the Council’s

Tanner Crab Rebuilding
Plan

Under section 304(e)(4) of the M SA, the rebuil ding pl an f or T anner
crab must s pecify a time p eriod for reb uilding th e fish ery that is as
short as possible, taki ng into accou nt the s tatus an d b iology of the
stock, the nee ds of fishi ng communities, and the interactions of th e
stock within th e mari ne ecosystem. T he rebu ilding pl an shall no t
exceed 10 years, e xcept if th e bi ology of the stock of oth er
environmental conditions dictate otherwise.
At this meeti ng the Council be gan co nsideration of al ternative
management measures for rebuilding the Tanner crab stock. These
measures may include a combination of directed fishery constraints,
bycatch co nstraints in other fis heries and other c onsiderations.
Given the information provided on relative catch in various fisheries,
the Council noted that bycatch constraints will likely be considered in
the directed Tanner crab fishery, the EBS snow crab and Bristol Bay
red k ing cra b f isheries, a nd the combined g roundfish fis heries. T he
Council noted that it will need to work with the BOF on consideration
of catch c onstraints in crab fisheries given that thes e are delegated
to the State of Alaska und er the F MP. A T anner cr ab stoc k
assessment model is un der development and was reviewed both at
the Crab Modeling Workshop as well as by the SSC at this meeting.
Further work on development of this model will be presented to the
CPT in Ma y for consideration for us e in setting specifications in this
assessment cycl e. T he Counc il re quested that th e CPT draft
alternative m anagement m easures for r ebuilding the T anner cr ab
stock in co njunction with the ir Ma y m eeting a nd prov ide these for
Council consideration this fall. Staff contact is Diana Stram.

BSAI Crab Issues
The Council a ddressed two i ssues concerning the Be ring Sea and
Aleutian Island crab rationalization program at its April 2011 meeting.
Under the first item, the Coun cil took action to move the IFQ, IPQ, and
st
th
cooperative application deadline from Augst 1 to June 15 . The action
also shortens the time to app eal an initial decision to withhold IFQ or
IPQ from 60 days to 30 days. These two changes are intended to allo w
for increased ti me for administra tion of applicati ons and appeals. If
appeals are p ending at the time IFQ and IPQ are i ssued, NOAA
Fisheries must reserve IFQ or IP Q in an amount sufficient to cover an y
possible finding in favo r o f the applicant. Reserving the se sh ares can
result in stranded IFQ and IPQ, in the event the appeal is u nsuccessful
or is not decid ed until late in the season. Allowing addition al time to
finalize de terminations will reduce the po tential of strandi ng these
shares.
The Council also reviewed alternatives to revise the crab economic data
reporting (EDR ) program. T his program coll ects economic data from
participants in the fi sheries for use in
analyzing the effe cts of
management a ctions (including the ra tionalization program i tself). The
Council previou sly e xpressed its in tent to mo dify the data collection
program to limit the scope of collection to data of sufficient accuracy that
are not redundant with data available from other source s. The Council
identified for a nalysis t wo action al ternatives for the catcher vesse l
sector and t wo action altern atives fo r the shore-based processing
sector. Staff will adapt these alternatives to the catcher pro cessor and
floating processor sectors for a nalysis. The status quo program collects
comprehensive economic da ta. The revi sed alterna tives would scale
back the collection b y eliminating data elemen ts that are inaccurate o r
that may be av ailable from o ther sources. The specific alternatives are
posted at the Council’s website. Staff contact is Mark Fina.

Salmon FMP
At the April m eeting, NMF S prese nted a preliminary rev iew of th e
Salmon F ishery M anagement Plan an d a di scussion of a lternatives
and options fo r upd ating the F MP. The Counc il p assed a motio n
providing dir ection for Initia l Revie w, te ntatively sc heduled for this
fall. T he Cou ncil se lected Alt ernative 3 as its preferre d pr eliminary
alternative, which would mo dify th e F MP’s manag ement unit to
exclude the three historical fishing areas in the West Area, and defer
management to the State of Alaska in are as where th e F MP do es
apply. The full Council motion and specific analytical requests are on
the website.
The Counc il also r equested an alysis of ann ual catch limit a nd
accountability measure req uirements us ing the inter national fish ery
agreement exception for stoc ks managed under the Pacific Salmon
Treaty a nd t he State’s s almon man agement pro gram as an
“alternative approach” for satisfying the Natio nal St andard 1
requirements.
On March 15, 201 1, the Council rec eived a l etter fro m NMF S
clarifying th e applicability of an “ alternative ap proach” f or Alask a
salmon fisheries: (a) the FMP must comply with Magnuson-Stevens
Act and NS1 requir ements; (b) State sal mon esca pement go al
management app ears to be cons istent with the MSA and NS1
requirements; and (c) an a lternative approach to s atisfy th ose
requirements may be a ppropriate because of sa lmon l ife histor y
characteristics.
Finally, th e Co uncil also pas sed a moti on t o ho ld a n infor mational
workshop for stakehol ders, agenci es, and oth
er i nterested
participants on the F MP before th e S eptember C ouncil meeting
(details TBA). Staff contact is Sarah Melton.

GOA Pcod Jig Fishery
The Council received a proposal to open F ederal waters to directed
fishing for Pacific cod with jig gear c oncurrent with the State of Alaska
Guideline Harvest Limit fishery for Pacific cod in the GOA. The Council
selected Alternative 2, which proposes implementing a re verse parallel
fishery, as its preliminary pr eferred al ternative. Under th e reverse
parallel fi shery, operator s usin g jig gear would likely have year-round
access to Federal waters. Catches in F ederal waters would accrue to
the State jig GHL, which is specified as a percentage of the GOA Pcod
ABC. Under the status quo, jig operators would have access to Federal
waters onl y dur ing the parallel/F ederal waters A and B seasons, and
timing of the jig fishery would l ikely continue to be a factor li miting jig
catches. Jig g ear was recentl y exempted from the Limited License
Program requi rement in the GOA subject to gear limits. The Council
considered taki ng final action in April, bu t decided to postp one final
action until De cember 2011 to provi de an opportunity for the Alaska
Board of F isheries to comment and ta ke action during their meeting in
October. The Council also requested that staff include a co mparison of
State and F ederal management regulations in the analysis, and adde d
an option to Alternative 2 that would prohibit operators participating in
the F ederal jig fishery from using an y other gear t ype onboard.
Council staff contacts are Jeannie Heltzel and Sarah Melton.

Seining for Salmon
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International Meeting on Climate Effects
on Polar and Sub-Polar Marine
Ecosystems to be held in Seattle in May
The intern ational, r egional program, Eco system St udies of Su bArctic Seas (ESSAS) will h old it s second O pen Sci ence Meetin g in

Jim Branson, Jay Ginter

Seattle, W ashington, Ma y 22-26, 20 11 at the S eattle Marriott
Waterfront Ho tel. Ne arly 200 registrants from – c

ountries ar e

The Counc il mourns th e l oss of Jim
Branson, the first Executiv e Director of
the NPF MC, a nd Ja y G inter, lon gtime
employee of the NMFS Alaska Region.

expected to attend. The theme of the meeting, Comparative Studies

Jim Branson passed a way last month.
He pi oneered the first 12 years of the
Council as the E xecutive Direct or,
phasing out foreig n fish eries and
negotiating a ne w structure of fishery
management. Jim set the c ourse for
the Co uncil process, a nd set the
standards for a professional Council

and a poster reception. Twenty-nine invited speakers from the USA,

staff. Two services will be held June 18 in Hali but Cove and June
19 in Kodiak. Cards and condolences can be sent to 4085 Calhoun,
Homer, AK 99603

in sub- polar marin e ecos ystems among ot hers. Social ev ents will

Jay Gi nter pas sed a way in March from co mplications fro m mantle
cell l ymphoma, a blo od ca ncer. He was fu lly engaged with NMF S
and Council o perations until his retir ement t wo years pr ior to his
passing, an d pla yed a bi g part in curre nt fisheries ma nagement.
Among his many achievements was development of re gulations for
the halibut and sablefish IFQ program.

the Council family and members of the fishing industry are welcome

of Climate Effects on Polar an d Sub-Polar Ecosystems: Progress in
Observation a nd Pre diction, will b e disc ussed i n a s eries o f
workshops, plenary sessions with invited speakers, parallel sessions
Canada, Russia, Japan, Korea, China, Nor way and Argentina will
provide talks on fisheries and oceanographic implications of climate
change. S

essions on nutrients a nd bio geochemistry, ne w

understanding of the Bering Sea,
crustaceans, comparative studi

interactions of ga
es of sub-pol

ar and

dids a nd
polar

ecosystems, insights from International Polar Year studies, modeling
ecosystem dynamics, and socio-economic consequences of change
include a rec eption at the Se attle Aquarium on the eve ning of Ma y
23, and a poster reception on the evening of May 25. M embers of
to attend. Reg istration is now $450 and covers all five d ays and the
two social events.

The School of Marine and Environmental Affairs at the Un iversity of
Washington h as be en g iven permissi on b y Ja y Gi nter’s famil y t o
honor Jay's legacy by setting up a memori al scholarship fund in h is
name. T he J ay Ginter M emorial Scho larship F und will be nefit
students in the School of Marine and Environmental Affairs who can
continue J ay's determi nation to cont ribute to importa nt c hanges in
regional and national marine policy.
Memorial gifts and donations can be
made directly online at
https://www.washington.edu/giving/makea-gift?source_typ=3&source=GINTER

and/or can be directed in form of cash
or check made out to the UW
Foundation/Jay Ginter Memorial
Scholarship Fund and mailed to UW
School of Marine and Environmental
Affairs, College of the Environment,
3707 Brooklyn Ave NE, Seattle, WA
98105-6715. For further information,
contact Dave Fluharty 206 685-2518,
fluharty@uw.edu or Sandra Schumann
206 221 6808, shumsa@uw.edu.
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DRAFT NPFMC THREE-MEETING OUTLOOK - updated 4/11/11
June 6 -, 2011
Nome, AK

September 26 -, 2011
Unalaska, AK

Halibut Catch Share Plan: Review
Algorithm Methodology
SSL Research: NMFS Update

Observer Program: Review Restructuring Regulations;
OAC Report

GOA Halibut PSC: Progress Report

GOA Halibut PSC: Initial Review; white paper on IBQs

AFA Vessel Replacement: Discussion Paper (T)
Halibut Subsistence: Update

P. cod assessment model review (SSC only)
GOA Pacific cod A-season opening dates: Discussion paper
Groundfish uncertainty/Tot catch accounting: Disc. Papers (SSC)
BSAI Chum Salmon Bycatch: Initial Review
GOA Chinook Salmon Bycatch: Final Action

December 5 -, 2011
Anchorage, AK

BSAI Chum Salmon Bycatch: Final Action (T)
Salmon FMP: Initial Review; Workshop Report

GOA Halibut PSC: Final Action
Halibut Migration Model: SSC Review (T)
GOA P.cod Jig Fishery Management: Final Action (T)
GOA Chinook Bycatch All Trawl Fisheries: Discussion Paper (T)
Salmon FMP: Final Action

BSAI Crab draft SAFE: Review and approve catch specifications Halibut/Sablefish IFQ Leasing prohibition: Discussion paper (T)
for Norton Sound RKC and AI GKC
CQE vessel use caps: Initial Review/ Final Action (T)
CQE in Area 4B: Initial Review; 4B Fish-up guidance

Halibut/sablefish IFQ changes: Discussion paper (T)
CQE vessel use caps: Final Action
CQE in Area 4B: Final Action

Habitat Conservation Area Boundary: Review
Northern Bering Sea Research Plan Report: Review

BS & AI P.cod split: Initial Review (T)

BS & AI P.cod split: Final Action (T)

GOA Flatfish Trawl Sweep Modifications: Initial Review
BS Freezer longliners: Discussion paper on vessel replacement;
Draft Regs Catch Monitoring & Enforcement
Crab EDR Revisions: Initial Review
BSAI Crab: Report from stakeholders
BSAI Crab SAFE: Approve catch specifications
Pribilof BKC Rebuilding Plan: Final Action
Tanner Crab Rebuilding: Review Alternatives
HAPC - Skate sites: Initial Review

GOA Flatfish Trawl Sweep Modifications: Final Action

Groundfish Preliminary SAFE: Adopt proposed specifications

ITEMS BELOW FOR FUTURE MEETINGS
BSAI Tanner Crab rebuilding plan: Initial Review
Crab bycatch limits in BSAI groundfish fisheries
BSAI Flatfish specification flexibility
Grenadiers and EC Category: Discussion paper
AI P.cod Processing Sideboards: Initial Review
MPA Nomination Discussion Paper: Review

GKC - Golden King Crab
GHL - Guideline Harvest Level
HAPC - Habitat Areas of Particular Concern
IFQ - Individual Fishing Quota
MPA - Marine Protected Area
PSC - Prohibited Species Catch
RKC - Red King Crab
ROFR - Right of First Refusal
SSC - Scientific and Statistical Committee
SAFE - Stock Assessment and Fishery Evaluation
SSL - Steller Sea Lion
TAC - Total Allowable Catch

Future Meeting Dates and Locations
June 6 - , 2011 - Nome
September 26 - , 2011 in Unalaska
December 5 - , 2011 in Anchorage
January 30- Feb 7 2012 - Reannaissance Hotel, Seattle
March 26-April 3, 2012 Hilton Hotel - Alaska
June 4 - June 12, 2012 Kodiak Best Western
October 1-Oct 9, 2012 - Hilton Hotel, Anchorage
December 3 - Dec 11, 2012 - Anchorage

Halibut mortality on trawlers EFP: Review/Approve (T)
Pribilof BKC Rebuilding Plan: Review Data

AI - Aleutian Islands
AFA - American Fisheries Act
BiOp - Biological Opinion
BSAI - Bering Sea and Aleutian Islands
BKC - Blue King Crab
BOF - Board of Fisheries
CQE - Community Quota Entity
CDQ - Community Development Quota
EDR - Economic Data Reporting
EFP - Exempted Fishing Permit
EIS - Environmental Impact Statement
EFH - Essential Fish Habitat
GOA - Gulf of Alaska

Groundfish PSEIS: Discuss schedule
Crab EDR Revisions: Final Action
Groundfish SAFE: Adopt final catch specifications
BBRKC spawning area/fishery effects: Updated Disc paper (T)
HAPC - Skate sites: Final Action

(T) Tentatively scheduled

